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This report was prepared by X4r. Lloyd A, Robinon of Stanford Research.

Institutes Menlo Park, California, on Air Force Contract AP33 (616)-2399

under Project Nr. 4161s ORedome Techniques and Components. The contract

efforts were ccar-.lished under the cognizance of the Eeconnaissance Labora-

tory., 'Wright Aar Development Center (nov designated Wright Air Development

Division)$ with the technical work directed by it. Vemon Duna ad Capt-
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ABSTRACT

This is the final report on an investigation of the electric.al

properties of radomes containing metallit ifnclasiena that may serve to
reinforce the radome. This *uxk it, A 4cobiinuaion of that done on
Contract AF 33(616)-3495, and !mphasis has been placed in the resonant-
wall type of radome.

The resonant-wall radome is described 3s a thick metal plare perfo-

rated by a number of dieleCC rc-filled resonant cavities tun-d to the
operating frequency of the radome. IL is electri .aliy feasible to use
this metal plate by icseil. or in Con-uIlCLloth with any of several
combinations of dielecc ic layers. Empirical design da .a are presented

for resonant-wail adoaic.i wit h a d electric layer 0.2 / to 0.6 X/V7
thick in contact wtth a met-al plate n.4 k/vT to 1.5 X/vc thick. Here k
is the free-space wavelength, and e is the relative dielectric constant

of the material filling the caviLies -nd on the surface of the metal
plate, Empirical design data are also pretenced for a metal plute
0.2 X/v" to 1.6 X/V7 thick thac is not covered by dielectric. The
measured power transmission and insertion phase delay of three resonant-
wall radomes are also presented as fun'cions of the angle of incidence
and polarization of the incident waves. Equivalent circuits for resonant-
wall radomes are preaened, approximate ialues for the circuit elements

are deduced, and the elect.rcal performance calculated from the equivalent
circuits is compared wi'h meisue'ed performance.

Finally, descriptions ae given of the ocher metal-loaded radomes

considered briefly on this contract. These are A-sandwich radomes with
wire grids locased at the skin. L.ure interfaces; radomes containing

self-resonant, perlocatcd.nmctal iht, and reson-nt-wsl1 radomes usin-
air-filled, ridge-loaded cavities.

PUBLICATION REVIE%
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SKCT Ot?( r

Radomes mounted on high-speed aircraft and missilea must operate at

high temperatures and be able to withatand severe rain-erosion conditions

These needs have resulted in a trend toward tht use of inorganic materials

such as ceramics. glass and glass-bonded mica in the construction of

radomes. Such materials have already been used aucressfully for some
missile radomes, but their tensile strength does not appear to be adequate

to withstand the sevcre stresses that will be encountered in the large
radomes required for aircraft of the future. As a complement to the search
for high-strength radome materials, it is appropriate to investigate

methods of increasing the strength of currently available inorganic radome

materials. Therefore, the present study is being carried out to determine
the electrical performance of radomes containing various metal inclusions ,3..
that may serve as reinforcing members. i%

During a previous contract it was shown that several types of metal- -

loaded radomes were promising from the electrical standpoint 1" Of these.
the resonant-wall radome appeared to be the most promising from the

mechanical standpoint since a relatively large percentage of the radome
is metal. The basic resonant-wall radome consists of a thick metal plate

perforated by dielectric-filled resonant cavities all tuned to the same
frequency, as shown in Figs. I(a) and l(e). It is also electrically

feasible to use the perforated metal plate in conjunction with layers of

* dielectric, as indicated in Figs. l(b), 1(c), and ltd).

WetaLeaa are listed At tiLk ead of tka report.

Manuscript released by the author 4 April 1960 for publication as a WADD
Technical Report.
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,A no e radorne of the r, vnant-%maII type might be similar to that shown

i n F:ig '2 Except for tltv metal Lip and the mounting ring, the outer

SUI'f-ae ,ould be coat.red *it.1h solid dielectric to provide protectioit

agaitnst rain erosion. It has been suggested by WADJC that a resonant-wail

radun, e -.,ithout the kdielectric cover might have poor rain-erosion resistance

becaulse u~f the trany dielectric:-to-metal Joints exposed. No dielectric is

shown oin the inner surface of the metal plate, since there is no mechanical

6

reason to ha~e it t he re. Lndt.r -ter-odynamic loading, u radome w'all is sub-

j ectted to but h c oapres s i e ,iid Ltesi&Ie I oads. Since inorganic dielectrics

l ', i 1 'q. dhd 2N 0 dcar.. , Fo t . v :r atiber radc" iAhz~a tihe caltt) |yout sakid dopelrt
.cc ' a rjlacl ) e'-zw a& i a[ quore arr'l)
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FIG. 2
NOSE RAOME Of THE RESONANT-WALL TYPE COVERED WITH DIELECTRIC .

nave greater compressive strength than tensile strength, there might be

some advantage in using the metal itructure to place the dielectric shell

or shells urder comnprc aiOn, o , 1 , re.e4i.... he r adoe.

In this report, empirical design data will be presented specifically

for the radome configurations illustrated in Figs. lial and 1(b). Suffi-

cient information 1s contained in the data that a limited number of radome-,

of the configurations shown in Fig,. ilck and ltd) cAn also be designed.

In addition to the design data, the measured power tiansmission and inser..

tion phuse delay are presented for one radome using the configuration of

Fig. Ia) operated at its first-order and second-order resonances, and for

one radome using the configuration of Fig it) The use of approximate

equivalent circuits for t.aiculating the electrical petformancc of resonant-

Wall radomes is discussed, and t.he calculated performance of the above-

mentioned radome samples is compared with the measured performance In

addition to the resonant- all radomes with dielectric-filled cavities,

which are the major subject of this report., brief consideration is given

WADD TR 60-84



to the following metal-loaded radomes: A-andwich radomes containing wire

e rtidsu F&U-'O'-.Vefi Containing resaaarit.t a"~ r~arionant- V

wall radomes using air-filled, ridge-loaded cavities.

The metal inclusions considered here consist of elements whose center-

to-center spacing is sufficiently small that only the principal transmitted

and reflected waves need be considered, ie., the met.al inclusions do not

radiate diffracted waves. Greater spacing for the loading elements is not

4,] considered since it is felt that diffracted waves would decrease the trans-

mission efficiency of the radome, contribute to the side-lobe level of the

antenna used with the radome, and contribute to the boresight error of

the radome.

kvb

. ° .

• °4.
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SECTION II

RESONAzn-WAUi HAOES

FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

I-a order to obtain high transmission through a thick perforated metal

plate it is necessary that the diameter of each aperture be suf';ciently

large that the dominant TEll circular-waveguide mode can propagate through

the apertures. Each length of circular waveguide, together with the re-

active discontinuities at its ends, forms a resonant cavity that will have

high transmission efficiency at its resonant frequency. Thus, the operating

frequency must be above the cut-off frequency, , for the dominant mode

as given by Eq. (1):

11.80

S 17o6 '-D kilomegacycles, 
()

where

D - diameter of the cavities in inches

6 = relative dielectric constant of the material in
the cavities.

In order for the resonant cavities to function as single-mode transmission

lines, the first higher-order TMi mode should be below cut-off. This

condition requires

11.80
f <- .ilomegacycles (2)1 .3 0 6 , a 'C 3

Even if the Ti01 mode can propagate in the cavities, however, it will not

affect the radome performance unless the operating frequency of the radome

is near a resonance of this mode. Since the TE11 and TM01 modes have

different guide wavelengths, and since the two modes see different reactive

discontinuities at the surfaces of the radome, it is possible in principle

to separate their resonances by proper desigr. Thus, it should be possible

to exceed the inequality of Eq. (2) slightly. It is not possible to

5
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calculate the separation between the resonances of the two modes, however,

since the reactive discontinuities at the radoe surface differ by an un-

known amount for the two modes. For onm resonant-wall radome, designated
A4 as Radome B later in this report, the inequality of Eq. (2) was exceeded

by about 25 percent, and evidence was observed of slight interference by

the TM01 mode.

Another condition to be fulfilled by a resonant-wall radome is that
the center-to-center spacing be sufficiently small that none of the inci- %

dent energy will be transferred from the main beam of the antenna to

diffracted waves. Diffracted waves are undesirable since they reduce the

gain of the antenna a,,d raise the side-lobe level, and may contribute to

the boresight error of the radome. When the well-known criteria for no

diffraction from a uniformly-spaced linear array are generalized for a

two-dimensional, plane array of apertures, Eq (3) results:0

-- < 
3) ,.

I + sin 0

N 2

where F
, s center-to-center spacing of the cavities

K 'free-space wavelength r
C' relative dielectric constant of material in contact

with the surface of the metal plate

angle of incidence of the impinging wave measured
outside the radone with respect to the normal to

the radone surface

1 for cavities arranged in a square array

-0.5 3 for cavities arranged in a hexagonal array.

The upper frequency limit, f., at which a resonant-wall radome can

be designed to operate satisfactorily will be taken as the highest fre-

quency for which both Eqs. (2) and (3) are satisfied; and the lower

' frequency limit is f ."The maximum frequency bandwidth within which a

Equation (3) expresses the condition for no diffraction within a dielectric layer in contact with the
perforated metal plate. If Eq. (3) is not satisfied, but the corresponding equation with c2 set equal to
unity is satisfied, the eaves diffracted in the dielectric will not radiate into space, but will be
totally reflected at the dielectric-to-.i interface. Even though theae waves are not radiated directly,
they may degrade the radowe performance by exciting surface waves in the dielectric layer.

iADD TR 60 84
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resonant-wall radome can be designed to operate is f.,./f,,. and is given
by Eq. (4) or Eq. (5), whichever gives the smaller bandwidth_

f 1.706

1.306130

f,. 1 706 3

A 1 sin o) - (s)

where is a negligibly small positive quantity such that the inequalities

of Eqs. (2) and (3) are just satisfied

In practice, the actual usable bandwidth of a particular resonant-wall

radome will be smaller than the limits specified by Eqs. (4) and (5). It -

will be shown later in this report that a resonant-wall radome designed to

operate far from f,, will have a larger usable bandwidth than one designed

to operate near fc., since the electrical thicknesa of the cavities varies

rapidly with frequency at frequencies near f .. Thus, it will be assumed

for the purposes of the following discussion that it is desirable to

design the radome to have a resonance frequency as far from f,. as possible.

The frequency band within which the radome may be designed to operate

changes with various radome parameters as shown in Figs. 3 through 6. In

these figures. the horizontal line represents the maximum frequency for

single-mode propagation in the cavities.* and the sloping line represents

the maximum frequency for no multiple scattering within the dielectric.

The area below and to the left of these curves represents the region within

which the radome may be designed to operate. Figure 3 shows that for a

given ratio of wall thickness (between cavities) to cavity spacing, the

ratio f.*./f, is larger for the cavities in a hexagonal array than for

the cavities in a square array, and for either cavity configuration, the ..

ratio f,,/f,, is increased only slightly by reducing the maximum angle

of incidence from 85 degrees to 60 degrees I Figure 3 also illustrates

that the mechanical requirement for thick walls between the cavities is

AA has already been mentioned. it iA possible r- opert~e a reaoant-wall fad;me with more than one mode
above cut.off. If the results obtained with Radoe B can be genaralised to apply to all reaoaant.wall
radoman, then extrapolation of :he sloping lines to the t-ps of Figi. 3 thro h 6 would be jitified.

This is not to be confused with the fa.t tha&t the usable bandwidth of the :adome, within whch the
transmission coefficient is greater than a specified munmus value, ill! increae ASr ficantly as the
maxiaum al of incidence is reduced from 85 t: 60 do-grees.
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not compatible with the electrical requirement for the frequency bandwidth

to be as large as possible. From this figure one can conclude that the
usable bandwidth of a rezat-waXl radome will be increased by using a
hexagunal array of cavities instead of a square array, by restricting the
maximum angle of incidence, and by decreasing the ratio of wall thickness

to cavity spacing.
4 .4

It is shown in Fig. 4 that for an (s - D)/s ratio greater than about
0.15. the ratio f.1 ,!f, increases as the dielectric constant of the
material filling the cavities and covering the surface of the metal plate
is increased. Caution must be used however, in drawing conclusions re-

" garding the effect of changing c2 and c, on the usable bandwidth of
resonant-wall radomes since there are two effects to consider. One effect
is that as the diejectric constant is increased, the radome can be operated
farther from the cut-off frequency of the cavities so that the guide wave-
length in the cavities (and thus the electrical thickness of the cavities)
does not change as rapidly with frequency. This effect tends to increase

* the bandwidth of the radome as the dielectric constant is increased. The
other effect is that as the dielectric constant increases, the difference

4 between the impedance of the radome and that of free space increases, which
tends to reduce the bandwidth of the radome. For resonant-wall radomes
operating close to the cut-off frequency of the cavities, the first effect
is likely to dominate, and for radomes operating far from the cut-off
frequency of the cavities, the second effect is likely to dominate.*

Changing only the dielectric constant, E,. of the material filling
Lhe cavities has a greater effect on f.ms/, than changing both 42 and
43 together, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4 and S. This suggests
that for a given surface dielectric chosen on the basis of mechanical
properties, the widest bandwidth might be obtained by using a material of
different dielectric constant to fill the cavities. It is not obvious

whether c3 should be greater or less than e2 since the same problem of
mixed effects discussed with respect to Fig. 4 also occurs here.

When the resonant-wall radome has one or both surfac :s covered with
dielectric, the cavities must be packed much closer together (in order to
avoid exciting diffracted waves in the dielectric) than when the surfaces
of the resonant-wall radome are not covered with dielectric, as can be

The usable bandwidth for a gives miaiaua rroneezosioa cficincy mill also depead on the dissipatiok '
-. loss withan the dielectric, as well as oa the dielectric cob eamt. *4_
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seen by compoting Figs 5 and 6 4 Thus, the walls between the cavities
can be made thicker when the surfaces of the metal plate are not in direct ,' '

contact vith Inrr It di ' has th~ Caa, whf.'l tte 4r4o i

direct contact with dielectric layers, '

EMP1RICAL DESIGN DATA

MLASURzmZNT TtCHNIq uE

The insertion loss of several radome samples mounted in waveguide was

measured as a function of frequency by conventional techniques, Some of

the samples had a dielectric layer on one surface of the metal plate, while

the rest of the samples did not have a dielectric layer on either surface.

The data showed the way in whch resonance frequency and bandwidth depend

on the thickness of the metal plate and on the thickness of the surface

dielectric. Only one value of dielectric constant, and one value of wall

thickness between cavities was used in obtaining these data. Waveguide

was used in these measurements since the samples could be smaller and more

accurate data could be obtained than in free space, however, waveguide is

subject to the limitations that only perpendicularly polarized waves are

readily obtainable, Pnd for a given waveguide width only one incidence

angle can be obtained at a given frequency The data taken with waveguide

samples are intended to show what radome dimensions give the desired

resonance frequency and bandwidth for perpendicularly polarized waves

incident at wide angles The electrical performance as a function of in-

cidence angle and polarization must be determined using other techniques

and larger samples.

One of the resonant-wall radome samples is shown partially disassembled

at the bottom of Fig. 7. When inserted between the flanges of the wave-

guide shown at the top of Fig. 7, the caeities in the sample are mirrored

in the walls of the waveguide so that the sample is equivalent to an in-

finite plane sample with the cavities in a square array. The wave incident

on the sample is equivalent to two plane waves polarized perpendicular to

the plane of incidence at angles 6 and -0, as explained in Appendix B of

Ref. 1. The angle of incidence is related to the width, a, of the wave-

guide and the free-space wavelength, X, by Eq (6):

sn 2a 6)

Note tha Fig. 6 6&s a different acale iac;&rox a h t 5~ii h&A do Figs. 3, 4, %ad S.
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TAfUE I

DIMNSIONS Of MNANT .WALL ADUL SAWtL.S TLSTr1 IN SAVEGUIDE '0
.. .. ... .,... . , -.,

4ANasseftiet of cavitie slbro artray
Ditawr ot cavities, D 0.818 ich "Cla~i-t- izt s pariol of cavhtions A 0.936 inrhII,

Ratio of (S - 0)1. 0.126
Pezrcent o total plate r&Pllad by dlvieItttl 60 Ptea,
T c s of NOW ple. 11 0S to 2.0 ia" *4',I:

"L' ir. eAS of surface diKtric, 1 0 3 ta 0.7 ftCh
fieleatlit iA cavities MA *ft S ra ,

*ataria I SuPraa&c 500
helatLve dielectric COaALAt, C 6,4
1,480 tA a .t. tan 6 0 0310
Cut-offoirqueacy of Cavities 3 S -.

ainpo of sonsuace frequweica 3.4 to 6,4 kk,
KInids cross section dnensaxa omaf 'peeislgive.lid., .

Near radmw autpIe 0936 by 1.872 inch 0...
At an" coervr tins to stan zaurd vayeguia 0 872 by 1.872 iad.

Valha usa<swr4d Wilk tha Irsls viuil is the satera&! perp". ac4 lar i t* Ow
61tetrit tioldi. Thik~e M 6.V 60461itd Wilk thm 4pess Parallel Wilk the
alaeLcic isseit &.& is claset a~art e bt Lei~ al ivel 6Yr Was Mippal. 2

RLSONAT-WALL RADOMES WITiOUT SURFACE DIELCTHIC

Data were taken at the first-order and second-order resonances of the

samples that, had no dielectric layer on either surface of the metal plate

but had dielectric within the cavities. At the first-order resonance, the

radome is approximately one-half guide-wavelength thick measured in the

circular waveguides, thus the radome is somewhat arialogout to a conven-

tional half-wavelength radome. At the second-order resonance, the radome

is approximately one guide-wavelength thkck, analogous co a conventional

full-wavelength radome.

The lower curve in Fig. 8 shows the required thickness, 13. of th. M

metal plate as a function of the diameter, D, of the cavities in the metal

plate for the radome operated at its first.order resonance frequency. Each

of the cavities is a length of circular waveguide through which energy is

transferred i.n the dominant TE,1 circular-waegoide mode. The cavities

are somewhat less than one-half X thi.k because of tht reactive discon-

tinuities present at the air-to-radome interfaces. Here 3 is the guide

wavelength of the TE1 , mode in the cavities and is given by Eq. (7):

F =.06 -:70

where X the wavelength measured in the dielectric.
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Since the guide wavelengili dearessa at the cavity diamter I& incrcsaud,

the metal plate thickness required fur the radom., to be resonant at a given

frequency alSo decreases as the cavity diameter is increased. For a given

cavity diaeteter and operating frequency. other values for the thickness

of the metal plate can be obtained by increaaing the length of the cavities

by nX.,/l, where n is any positive integer. Measured vutk of aetal plate

thickness for the aecond-order reaonance. i.e., n w 1, ar given by theV

upper curve in Fig. 8,1 The particular incidence angle at which these

nurvea apply for each value of D/X3 i Shown by the lower curve in Fig. 9.
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At thQ cavity diameter i intreased. t'he gukdc waietleugti Leccomet

ltta i rq6CY-s ALtV LCU i o 1a f 1eitUnI Uf t.hc Ailt Is ~ h4

fater from the cut-off frequei y tot the t - modr Thetetore. the I S-

clect+rical lei0 of the Ca'ities, deftiled as t 0hl, beaordes less frequency- X.

sensitive as the cavity diatetet is ifcteated In addition. the reactive

di.scontituitita at the enda of Lhe 'vItLeib probably decreAe ai the cavity 'jlk ..

diam~eter i4 incrested. As a repulL of these cffecL. the 6afd*ldth of
, . 's.l ,

reosnaaa-wall radomaes, when operated at eithe th fitst, of the second-

order resonance, incteases as the CsaiLy diasietfr . V4:idN- The curves

of Fig. 9 show that near the cutoff o[ the U l, mode the bandwidth is Ty

nearly a linear function of .-vity diametet.

At a given design frequency. if the cavity dianetr is fixed and the

aetal-plate thickness is increased by A '2 to obtatti the scoand -order

resonance, Fig. 9 ahows that the resulting bandwidth iu approximately half 4
that tor the fir&t-order resonance Although a given change in frequency

results in the same percent change in electtir.al length of the cavities

at both resonances, a larger change in terms of degrees occurs for the .,.*

radome operated at Lhe sucod-order resonaac Thia ituation is analogous

to the decrease in bandwidth resulting if the thickikns of a conventional

half-wavelength radome is increased to obtain a fullwaveltrigth radome

Corresponding to the narroaer bandw:&dth. the transmission coefficient is

smaller at the second-order resonance than at the lowest order resonance

On the other hand. if-at a given dsign frequency--the metal-plate

thickness is fixed and Lhe radome is tuned to Lhe firsti-order and the

second-order resonances by varying the cavity dxaMetez' the situation is

more complex. The electrical length, ! /) az of the cavities is grcat.er

at the second-order resonance. which tends to reduce the bandwidth. how-

ever, the guide wavelength is lens frequency sensIt te. at the second..

resonance since the cavities are largmer in diamer, which tends tu in-

crease the bandwidth. This latter factor has the greatest influence on

the bandwidth since Fig, 10 shows that for m.d etaI .platc thickness.

wider bandwidth and higher transmission are obtained at the second-order

resonance than at the first-order resonance

Reaonant-wall radomea of the configuration illustrated in Fig lkd)

can also be designed using the data presented in Fig 8 Vproided that the .'-"-+

layer of dielectric is a conventional half .avelength radame It would

also be necessary for the spucing between the dielectri, la'yur and the

metal plate to be an appreciable fraction of the ca ItY .paLing ,;o that

17DO
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the local fields at the surface of the metal plate would not extend into

Lhe dielectric layer aigif~cantly. If Ltee conditions are fulfilled,

both the metal plate and the dielectric sheet will be well matched as

individuual unitsan th~e spaci.ng between thmwill not be a critical

dimention. The bandwidth of this combination would be only slightly less

than that shown in Figs. 9 and 10. since the bandwidth of the perforated

metal plate is significantly less than that of a half-wavelength radome.
Tetransmision coefficient, of the combination at resonance would be

approximately the product of the transmission coefficients3 of the perforated

metal plate and of the dielectric layer.

RESONANT-WALL RADOVES viTH DiELECTRIC ON ONE SURFACE

The data for the radome samples with dielectric on one surface are

summarized in Fig. 11. In this figure, the solid lines are contours of

3-db bandwidth. The curves of Fig. 11 are normalized so that they can be
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used to design resonant-wall radones to operate at frequencies other than

those used in testing the samples. The D/X ratio would be chosen an the

basis of the bandwidth required, and the possible combinations of metal
plate and surface dielectric thicknesses found from Fig. 11. If the same

cavity layout, dielectric constant, and (s - D)/s ratio are used, the
radome will be resonant at the desired frequency for perpendicularly .. ,

polarized waves incident at the angle given on Fig. 11. It would also be

possible to use the information contained in Fig. 11 to obtain approximate

designs for resonant-wall radomes using a different dielectric and having

the cavities in a hexagonal array, as will be explained on pp. 21 to 24

Although the contour curves shown in Fig. 11 are nearly straight lines,
which probably cover the region of practical interest, caution must be used

in extrapolating the curves. It is known, for instance, that as the surface

dielectric becomes thin and the local fields at the ends of the cavities

cross the dielectric-to-air interface, the curves change slope rapidly to

connect with the points along the abscissa. There may be a similar effect -.

as the metal plate becomes thin and the local fields at the two ends of

each cavity interact. These effects were not investigated in detail since

neither 12/k or 13/ 3 is likely to be small in an actual resonant-wall

radome. . .

Note that for each value of cavity diameter, there is a value of
dielectric thickness such that the resonance frequency of the radome is av

the same whether the dielectric layer is present or absent. This special

value for the thickness of the dielectric layer can be found by drawing a
line parallel to the ordinate, passing through the point along the abscissa

for the particular value of cavity diameter. The intersection of this

line with the respective D/X3 contour gives the special value of 1,/k,
When this is done for various values of cavity diameter, it is found that
12/X2 ranges from 0.41 to 0.44. If adding a layer of dielectric of this

thickness to one surface of the metal plate does not change the resonance
frequency, then adding a second dielectric layer of this thickness to the

other surface of the metal plate would not change the resonance frequency

either. Thus. Fig. 11 supplies a limited zmount of data for designing

resonant-wall radomes with dielectric layers in contact with each surface

of th metal plate, as shown in Fig. l(c). Comparing Figs. 9 and 11. it

is seen that adding one dielectric layer to the metal plate does not greatly

change the 3-db bandwidth. Thus, it is not expected that adding the

second dielectric would change the 3-db bandwidth significantly It should

be kept in mind that these data apply for perpendicularly polarized waves

20
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incident at a fixed angle, thus they do not provide sufficient information

on which to baue a comparison between Lhe usable bandw~dths of the various

radome configurations considering a wide range of incidence angles and

polarizations.

In addition to providing design data, Fig. 11 shows some of the

general properties of resonant-wall radomes with dielectric on one surface.

One conclusion that can be drawn is that in order to obtain the widest

possible bandwidth the radome should be designed to operate as far from

cutoff of the cavities as possible, i.e., with D/X3 as large as possible.

Another conclusion is that for a given D/ 3 ratio less than about 0.68,

the bandwidth increases slightly as the thickness of the metal plate is

decreased, but for larger D/k3 , the bandwidth ia independent of the thick-

ness of the metal plate. A third conclusion is that the tolerance on the

thickness of the metal plate would be less stringent than that on the

thickness of the surface dielectric. This can be seen from Fig. 11 since

the resonance frequency changes less with a given change in metal plate

thickness than for the same change in the dielectric thickness.

GENERALIZATION OF THE DESIGN DATA

In obtaining the data presented in Figs. 8 through 11. only a limited

number of the sample parameters weie varied. Techniques for applying this

design data to other resonant-wall radomes will now be considered briefly.

Although the data were obtained with samples operating within the frequency

range from 3.4 to 6.4 kMc, these data can be used to design resonant-wall

radomcs to operate at any frequency by normalizing the radome dimensions

with respect to wavelength, as was done for Figs. 8 through 11. For I. e

greatest accuracy in applying these data, the dielectric constant, ratio

of (s - D>/s, layout of the cavities, polarization, and incidence angle

should be as specified on the figures. If these parameters are changed,

the discontinuities at the ends of the cavities will change, and the

actual resonance frequency will be only approximately equal to the desired
value. "

Next consider generalization of the bandwidth data. In discussing

the bandwidth of resonant radomes it is convenient to u.a the concept of

Q discussed in Ref. 1 (on pp. 113 to 117). For the convenience of the

reader, the various Q's of a resonant-wall radome will be reviewed briefly.

Teckniquea for determining the effect of ch*.iq te dstcoativities at tat cavity ends wi1 be
considered on pp. 38 to 43 cad 52 to 54.

21 "
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By definition, the Q of a resonant device is proportional to the ratio of

the average stored energy diTided by the elekty lost per ty-le. The un-
loaded Q, Q0, of the radome is determined by dissipation loss in the metal

surfaces and in the dielectric by the relation

- Q (8)
Q0 Q, Qd

Here Q. is the Q due to dissipation loss in the metal surfaces, and can
be determined from Fig. VI-3 of Ref. 1, or from Montgomery.3 The Q due to
dissipation loss in the dielectric is

1tan (9)
tan

where tan S is the loss tangent of the dielectric For most combinations

of metal and dielectric, Q0 is approximately equal to Q. The external

Q, Q1, is that due to the energy coupled out of the ends of the cavities

into space, and the loaded Q, Q , is that due to all sources of energy

loss, and is related to Qg and Q0 by Eq. (10):

S- 1+-- (10)
Q't Q0  Qw

The loaded Q of a radome sample can be readily determined by measuring

the insertion loss of the sample as a function of frequency. The Q. is

then found using Eq. (11):

QL(11)

where f, is the resonance frequency as indicated by minimum insertion loss,
and f. anr! f, are the upper and lower frequencies, respectively, at which

the insertion loss is 3 db greater than at f.. The 3-db bandwidth of the
*16

radome is, by the usual definition, equal to 1001QL percent. Assuming

that the loss tangent of the dielectric and the conductivity of the metal

used in the sample are known, the Qj of the sample can be calculated using
Eqs (8), (9), and (10).

22
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Equations were derived in Ref. 1 for the external Q of resonant-wall

radomes with constricted coupling apertures at the ends of the cavities."N

Although these equations do not give the correct numerical value for the V,%

QS of the radomes being considered here, they do suggest that for D/k, and

13/X3 held constant,

Q, AF V7_ see 0 (12)

when perpendicularly polarized waves are incident on the radome, and

(25 At = (r) cos 0 (13-.

when parallel-polarized waves are incident on the radome, where 0 and A

are as defined under Eq. (3). and F is a constant of proportionality. *p-.

Thus, once Q, has been measured for one resonant-wall radome sample.

the factor F can be evaluated and the 3-db bandwidth 
can be approximately

determined for resonant-wall radomes with the same D/X 3 and L/X.3 ratios, .. '.'

but with different dielectric constant, loss tangent. conductivity, and

cavity spacing, and operating at different incidence angles with waves of

either polarization. If the Q0 of the radome is not changed, it is con-

venient to make one further approximation and substitute for Q in

Eqs. (12) and (13). This approximation will be justified in the following

paragraphs.

Finally, consider generalization of the transmission data. The power
transmission coefficient of a resonant-wall radome at its resonance fre-

quency can be calculated from the Q's defined above using the well-known --

relations given in Eq. (14):

T2 QL(a)
QZ

(b) (14)

Q 
.¢"

Q(c)
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Thus, by the use of Eqs. (8) through (14) the transmission at resonance

~i deatcrained for I n~ k.~~ r d omo other that th a used toa k-

obtain the design data of Figs. 8 through 11.

For radomes of practical interest, T2 is not much less than unity;
~thus Eq. (14a) shows that Q. can be substituted for Q, for some approximate

calculations. if the loss tangent of the dielectric and the conductivity

of the metal in the radome are not known, Eq. (14b) can be used to determine

Q. from the measured insertion loss at the resonance frequency. It should

be pointed out, however, that small errors in the measured T' at resonance

can introduce large errors in the calculated value of Q0 if the insertion

, loss at resonance is small.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF INCIDENCE ANGLE

Radome samples mounted in waveguide can be used to determine the

". dimensions required for the radome to be resonant at a given frequency, I,-

. as was described on pp. 11 to 20. It is not convenient, however, to

* measure the electrical performance of radomes as a function of incidence

angle and polarization using samples mounted in waveguide. The incidence

angle and the polarization of the incident wave can be readily changed

using flat radome panels in free space, but this method has the disad-

.* vantage that relatively large radome samples are required. As a compromise

between the flexibility of free-space measurements and the small samples
required for waveguide measurements, a measurement set-up using a parallel-

plate transmission line has been developed. A flat-strip radome sample,

such as thaL shown in Fig. 12, is mirrored in the conducting surfaces of

•.I2 3 45

FIG. 12
, RESONANT-WALL RADOME SAMPLE FOR TEST IN A PARALLEL-PLAIE TRANSMISSION LINE

24
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Lh Lransm£in hUne to simulate a flat-panel radome saiple. Details of

the measurement technique are described in Appendix A.

The physical dimensions of a resonant-wall radome sample tested in

the parallel-plate transmission-line set-up are given in Table 2. The

radome sample operated at. the first resonance will be referred to as W...

Radome A, and the sample operated at the second resonance will be referred

to as Radome B. As presented here, Radomes A and B have the same physical

dimensions, but are operated at different frequencies. They are referred

to as separate radomes since they would not have the same physical dimen-

sion& if scaled to operate 4t the same frequency. The dimensions of

Radomes A and B are given in Table 3 in terms of wavelength. 4,

The measured power transmission coefficient and insertion phase delay *,

of Radome A are shown in Fig. 13 for several frequencies. Of the curves

shown, high transmission was obtained for waves polarized perpendicular

to the plane of incidence over the widest range of incidence angles at a

frequency of 8415 Mc. When the transmission of waves polarized parallel '"

to the plane of incidence is also considered, the best operating frequency

is 8450 Mc.' At this frequency, at least 80 percent of the incident power !.
is transmitted for incidence angles up to 70 degrees. As the incidence",

angle varies from 0 to 70 degrees, the insertion phase delay varies

56 degrees for perpendicularly polarized waves, and 68 degrees for parallel

polarized waves. As is well known, the variation in insertion phase delay

depends on the physical thickness of the radome as well as on the type of

radome. Thus, for the purpose of this study, the insertion phase delay

characteristics of the resonant-wall radomes will not be compared directly

with those of conventional uniform-dielectric radomes since the two types

of radomes would, in general, have different physical thicknesses. A more

general comparison is obtained by comparing the variation in insertion

phase delay of the radome with the variation in electrical thickness of

an air path of the same physical thickness as the radome.t For Radome A,

For parallel polarized wave&, the parer lel-plate t:a:a sissoa-liae set-up does sot provide dat: o the
electrical perforaasoe at a 1 iacidence &alias, * explassed is Appesdix A. Also, the accuracy of
the poists at te lea t iscideace &Miss for parallte-polerised waves is relatively "Or.
These are Rot serious lisitatioas is testing the resomeat sail radoaes beiag cosidered here, sisce the
electrical perforeasce is expected to very smoothly at sell iacideace aSI*a, ma indicsted by the dashed
ervea extrapolated beck to sara iscideace agle. ,'.

TU isjsetrioa A ,* delay, 0. of a adoee is defiaed as the differeace betwese the phase delay, 0', of a
wave poasiag . )qh the radoam se i2"nL/) coo 0, the electrical thicsekaa of to air path of the sasphysical tk .ess. L. as the rsdoft. It the resnesce frequency of a rado.e doss not ch4as. greatly

with iacica, ;0 eale, 0. the phase delay %P' will sot cheage greatL| with iscideace sql. Thue it is
to be cxpe, .td that the variatios is 41 with iacideace a . sill be of the same order of iagaitude t:s
the variat~oa in (2fLjA) Cos 6.
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DIMESIcONS Of ESIANT-WLL R n M.E SAKPLES A AND B
IN PHYSICAL UNITS

Arrangetet of CavitLeA Hexaosal Array

Diaiter of cavitie, D 0.3125 inch

Center-to-conter spacing of cavities, s 0,360 inch

Ratio of wll thicknes between cavities 0.132
to spcin of cavities, ( - M)/S

Thickness of metal plate. 13 0.250 inch

Dielectric in cavities;
material Alumina ceramic"
Pelsive dielectric constant. a. 66f
Loss tangent, tan 6, 0,0018t

Height of sample 0.900 inch

Length of sample 24 inch..

SMatrial supplied by flaythaoas *Sfact.ri g Cupaay. Walthas. wastckuetts.
&&**red valvo&.

TABL 3

DIMENSIONS OF iESCNANT-WALL RADOME SAMPLES A AND B

IN T046 OF WAVELENGTH

tAOOME A ADCI! Bn sS

Order of resonance First Second

Resonance frequency at wide incidence 8.43 kd~c 12.2 kdc
angles (perpendicular polarization)

Free-space wavelength at resonance, A 1.401 inches 0.968 inch

Wavelength iu the dielectric at 0 476 inch 0.329 inch
resonance. A3

Guide wavelength at resonance. A.3  1.058 inch 0.418 inch

Diameter of cavities. Di 0.65C A3  0.950 A3

Thickness of metal plate. 13  0.525 X3  0.760 k3

Electrical length of cavities, 13 /A, 3  0.236 0.598

CAnter-to-center spacing of cavities, s 0.257 A 0.372 A

Thickness of radome. L 13 0. 178 A 0.258 A
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the variation in insertion phase delay is greater than the variation in

the electzicAl length of this air path LY 4: degrees fur perpcndicularly

polarized waves, and 26 degrees for par 1 llel-polariled waves.

The performance of the radom* as a function of frequercy can be more

readily visuelized by eana of Fig. 14. Figure 14(a) shuwa that the

resonance frequency and bandwidth of the radome are functionh of the in.

cidence angle for perpendicularly polarized wave. The frequency response

fur small incidence angles is sufficiently broad that when the radome is

operated at the resonance frequency for perpendi ularly polaried waves

incident at wide angles, high transmission is obLained uver a wide range

of incidence angles. Figure 14(b) shuwu thaL, for parAllul.pularized waves.

the insertion loss inc.real!. . rapidly for in-idCnce aigles greattca than

70 degrees over the frequency range of interest Thus, the maximum

incidence angle for which uadome A can be used is determined by the trans-

mission coefficient for parallel-polarized waves.

Figure 14 can also be used to determine the bandwidth of the radome

for given minimum transmission coeffkcicrL and range of Incidence angles.

The 3-dh bandwidth* and the transaission coefficient at resonance for

perpendicularly polarized waves are plotted in Fig. 15 as functions of the

incidence angle. The agreement between the measured paints and the upper .'."."

two curves in Fig. 15 supportr the approximate generalization techniques

suggested on pp. 21 to 24. The cosine curve was drawn through the measured

bandwidth at 6 - 0. and agrees well with bandwidth at other incidence

angles. The top curve was calculated using the QL found from the solid

curve, and using a value of 500 for Q0. This V, wah measured with a single

cavity mounted ifa rectangular waveguide in the proccsac of me-suring the

dielectric constant and loss tangent of the alumina ceramic filling the

cavities The Q0 of the radome should not be significantly different from

this value.

Il is of interest to compare the bandwidth of this resonant-wall

radome with that of a more familiar uniform dielectric radome, even though

the radomes do not have exactly the same physical thickness The 3..db

bandwidth of Radome A for perpendicularly polarized wdves incident at wide

angles is smaller by a factor of 0.17 than that of a half-waveleagth radome

with a dielectric constant of E 8 66. Although t.hit fa.'tor does not

Tls baaduj4tb b~ttess t" f [ra q ac & a 4h k t 1ca, r 6 d. k I gl - tk.4, at r at. a a c # A
coaa.de¢rd here aiace hisa t aqu mtiy to %ke 1,.'st genrl Oa*AuJe r.I b4aad.W A- *9 4X.4.4 .% pp- U! LO

24, tka 3.44 ba4uideik wtasur.% ice one ~ i&dc... ..Z.b- ,~ p , i. _k.ba
reso&&mat-vai1rdaa
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RESONT-WALL RADO SAMPLE A.-

apply to all resonant-wall radomes. it does emphasize the fact that" " '"

reaonan-wll radomea are narrow-bnd structures,.,

Also of interest is Lhe bandwidth of the radons within which the traa- . -

mission coefficient does not fall below a given minimum value. This minimum .'.

acceptable value will, of course. depend on the application for which the ''''

z L..,_-. -

radome is intended. As a representative value, the bandwidth for a minimum

power transmission of 70 percent for both perpendicularly and parallel"'[ "

polarized wave& is shown by the lower curve in Fig. 15..."

Ile resonance frequency and 3-db bandwidth predicted by Figs. 8 and 9"-''','

for perpendicularly polarized waves incident at 8 - 57 are as follows. '

The predicted resonance frequency is 8.48 kMc. which is only 0.6 percent '"

higher than the observed resonance of 8.43 kMc. This Is good agreement ... ;

considering that the approxitmate techniques of pp 21 to 24 were used. but '.'.

better accuracy would be desirable if the radome were to be used at inci- ..

dnce angles greater than 60 degrees The predicted 3,,rib bandwidth is . :

4.0 percent, which is nearly equal to the observed value of 4,2 percent. . :'

" 2 4o 8 , .?..
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The measured power transmission coefficient and insertion phase delay e A

of Badome B are shown in Fig. 16 for several frequencies. High transmission

is obtained over the widest range of incidence angles at 12.2 kMc. At this

frequency, at least 90 percent of the power is transmitted for incidence

angles up to 70 degrees for either perpendicularly or parallel polarized

waves incident on the radome. At least 80 percent of the power is trans- 1 6 '

mitted for incidence angles up to about 80 degrees. As the incidence angle V7149
varies from 0 to 80 degrees, the insertion phase delay varies 86 degrees

for perpendicularly polarized waves, and 102 degrees for parallel-polarized

waves. These variations are 9 degrees and 25 degrees greater, respectively,

than the variation in the electrical thickness of a layer of air of the

same physical thickness as the radome.

The transmission of the radome at wide incidence angles is shown as

a function of frequency in Fig. 17. It is seen that the transmission of j..*.

perpendicularly polarized waves drops off as the frequency departs from "

12.2 kMc, but the transmission of parallel-polarized waves is relatively

independent of frequency. Figure 18 shows that for Radome B, as well as

for Radome A, the 3-db bandwidth and the transmission at resonance vary

*with incidence angle as suggested by Eqs. (12). (13). and (14). Figures 8

and 9, together with the approximate techniques of pp. 21 to 24, predict

the resonance frequency to be 12.37 khtc, and the 3-db bandwidth to be

9.8 percent for perpendicularly polarized waves incident at an a- e of

35 degrees. Although data were not taken over a sufficiently wide fre-

quency range to accurately determine the resonance frequency and bandwidth

at such a small incidence angl'c, the predicted values seem to fit in very

well with the values observed at wide incidence angles. The 3-db bandwidth

of Radome B for perpendicularly polari'zed waves incident at wide angles

is smaller by a factor of 0.47 than that of a full-wavelength radome with

a dielectri' constant of c = 8.66.

Comparing the electrical pe-formances of Rladomes A and B, it is seen

that at their center frequencies Radome B gives high transmission for waves

of either polarization over a wider range of incidence angles than does

fadome A. Also, Badome B has a larger bandwidth than Radome A when opera-

tion out to a given incidence angle is considered. The 3-db bandwidth of

Radome B is larger than that of iadome A by a factor of 1.43. The band-

width oF Radome B for T = 0.7 is twice that of fladome A at 0 70', and

this diflerence increases for larger incidence angles.

32
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ThtiDartin Phasde-

incidence angle more than

that of fladome A, since TZ,~

the two as measured in free- 4 _, -44

space wavelengths at the
2

respective operating ire- -~..

quencies. It should be
pontdout however, that 04 .5

[Aaome ~B is probably thinner

than some of the other ra-

dome configurations suggested ~ *---- --

in Fig. 1, and thus could ~.
be expected to have less o~50

0 20 4080 s
variation in insertion phase 8, INCIDENCE ANGLE - degrees RL-3U 22

delay than some configura-

tions. For both fladomes A FIG. 16 (Continued)
and B. the inaurtio;,- phase MEASURED TRANSMISSION AND PHASE DELAY OF

RESONANT-WALL RADOML SAMPLE B
delay varies with incidence ~
angle a few degrees more than does the electrical Ihickness of an air path

the same thickness as the radomes. For uniform-dielectri. half-wavelength

and full-wavelength radomes, the insertion phase delay varies lesh than

the electrical thickness of an air path the same thickness as the radomeaz
Thus it appears that resonant-well radomes of the type illustrated in

Fig. l(a) would have slightly higher boresight error then uniform-dielectric

radome3 Of the same physical thickness,

The diameter of the cavities in Radome B. measured in terma of wave-
length in the diedectric, is sufficiently large that the IV~ mode can
propagate in the cavities, as well as the dominant T~l1 mode. The TMO,

mode will not couple to nerpendicularly polarized waves incident on the

radome, but it will couple to parallel-polarited waves. If a resonance

of the ThM0 . mode occurs near the operating frequency of the radome, this

mode might degrade the transmission or phase characteristics of the radome.
While testing the sample of Radome B with waves containing both perpen-

dicularly and parallel polarized components, a sharp dip in the

F.r exaat1.. for a half-wavolongtk -ado~a with 0 a 9.3, deal wed for maximum traaaaissiae at 8 n 65 ds.
gros, t a variation in insartits, phase deity for per adicua ay polarised waves we the incidae angle %-*s

vaisio o7 ere s12dgesls aito s k lcrcltikmso k

s~ pt. kecprsanin igr fr ul-wvlelh ai swihtk sm praeer s 2I -res
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transmission vs. frequency curve was observed extending from about 1.2.5

to 12.7 kh'.c, with the power transmission dropping to about 43 percent at

-"the lowest point. It is assumed that this dip is due to a resonance of

"+., the Tn,0 1 mode. For this particular radome, the TM0! mode did not interfere

with the electrical characteristics within the frequency band where the

radome is usable at wide incidence angles; thus detailed data on the shape

of the dip were not taken. This demonstrates that 1Eqs. (2) and (4) do not

necessarily have to be satisfied, provided care is taken to keep resonances

of the T5,01 mode away from the operating frequency of the racdome, N~o data

other than the preceding are presently available, however, for predicting

the resonance frequency for the I mode.

0 01

E QUIVALENT CIiCUITS OF RESONANT-WALL SADOMES

GENERAL

The transmisson ar reflection coefficients for a ray striking a

particular point on a curved radome can be calculated a suning these

WADD TR 60-84 3
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coefficients to be the same as those for an infinite plane panel of the

same radome material with a plane wave incident at the same angle and with

the same polarization as the ray in question. This assumption is justified

for the usual case where the radii of curvature of the radome are large

relative to the wavelength of the incident energy. The electrical per-

formance for the plane-panel, plane-wave case can, in turn, be calculated .

using microwave filter theory, provided that an equivalent circuit is known

for the radome panel. This approach was used extensively on the previous

contract1 to calculate the power transmission and insertion phase delay of

radome panels containing metal structures whose equivalent circuits art
known.

The resonant-wall radome, however, has not been analyzed theoretically

to determine its exact equivalent circuit. Therefore, an experimental

program was conducted to obtain design data for resonant-wall radomes. In,j."1

addition, the power transmission and insertion phase delay were measured I.

as functions of incidence angle and polarization of the incident wave for ' -.

some specific radome designs. The information obtained from this program

also made it possible to deduce equivalent circuits that describe the -

behavior of the radomes to a fair degree of approximation.

RESONANT-WALL RADOMES WITHOUT SURFACE DIELECTRIC

The physical similarities between the basic resonant-wall radome

(i.e., one without surface dielectric) and other structures for which the
eq,.-.,alent circuits are known, suggested that the equivalent circuit of

Fig. 19 might be used to describe the radome in question. This equivalent

circuit can be valid only if the center-to-center spacing of the cavities

'a sufficiently small that none of the energy is transferred from the

Y , ... V.

-.-

FIG. 19n

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF RESONANT-WALL RADOMES WITHOUT
SURFACE DIELECTRIC
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incident wave to diffracted waves, i.e., Eq. (3) must be satisfied. It

is assumed that in practice this equation would be satisfied to avoid

deterioration of the antenna pattern used with the radome. It is also
assumed, as a simplification, that the cavities are sufficiently close

together that the surface of the radome appears isotropic to the incident

wave. A well-defined criterion for isotropy in a structure of this kind

does not exist.

Energy propagates through the metal plate by means of the many

circular-waveguide transmission lines; thus, the metal plate can be repre-

sented as a transmission line of appropriate characteristic admittance,

Y3, electrical length, 0, and attenuation constant, a3. In the region

of each air-to-radome interface, there are nonpropagating modes required

to satisfy the boundary conditions at the surfaces of the radomes. Since

energy is stored in these modes, their presence can be accounted for by

the shunt susceptances in Fig. 19. Approximate values for the circuit

parameters were deduced as follows.

It is seen intuitively that the nonpropagating fields in free space

near one surface of the resonant-wall radome would be very similar to

those on each side of a zero-thickness perforated metal sheet with the

same aperture diameter and spacing as the radome. Thus, the expression

for the susceptance, B., at each surface of the radome should contain one

term equal to half the shunt susceptance of a zero-thickness perforated

metal sheet. There will also be nonpropagating modes present inside the

circular-waveguide cavities, which will contribute a second term to the

expression for B,. it will be shown later that it is also convenient to

take these latter nonpropagating modes into account by shifting the

reference planes, at which the equivalent circuit is taken as valid, out

of the planes of the radome panel surfaces. Formulas are not available

for calculating the equivalent shunt susceptance or the reference-plane

shift due to the nonpropagating modes in the circular waveguides, and for
initial calculations they were neglected completely. That is, the shunt

susceptance at each surface of the metal plate was taken to be half that

of a zero-thickness perforated metal sheet, as given by Eq. (15):

B L I

S 377 27T ( Il'DB= = 377 2 - (15)
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where, as before
1 for a square array of cavities

A .5 t3 for a hexannal array of cavities

s N center-to-center spacinp, of the cavities

I' a diameter of tI.e cavities

X a free-s,)nce wavelength.

Equation (15) was used for tae case where the incideiit waves arie polarized
parallel to Lhe plane of incidence as well as for the case where the in-

cident waves are polarized perpendicular to the plane of incicence.

Equation (111-10) of Ref. 1, which gives the theoretical shunt susceptance

of a thin perforated metal sheet with parallel-polarized waves incident

on it, contains a term involving the squared sine of the angle of incidence.
This term accounts for coupling through the apertures of a thin sheet by

the equivalent of the TM1 circular-waveguide mode. For the present

application, this term is not required since the resonant-wall radome is

sufficiently thick that coupling through it by the TMOI mode would have

negligible effect on the end susceptances."

The characteristic admittance, Y3, of the metal plate containin3 the

dielectric-filled cavities is another circuit parameter that has not been
evaluated theoretically. The parameter Y3 can be calculated for any

resonant-wall radome whose resonance frequency has been measured, subject

, to the assumption that the end susceptance. B, is known. This calculation

makes use of the fact that the midplane admittance of a symmetrical

structure is purely real at resonance, and is conveniently carried out

using simple graphical constructions on the Smith chart. The parameter

Y3 was evaluated for a resonant-wall radome, whose dimensions were given

under iladome A in Tables 2 and 3. It was noted that the value of Y3 re-
sultin- from these calculations was nearly equal to the value obtained by

suitably modifying a formula given by Marcuvitz.4 These modifications are

described in Appendix B, and the resulting formula is given by Eq. (16):

It actually oak** little difleraice is the calculated pomer traneisioa e-4 iasertiom p at* delay
wihether this &iae.squared tars is included or amlected. The meais ed pla.-ice r fcrormance qrees
alightly better with that calculated ne$lectim4 the *in-squared term.
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2who (16)Y 377 ('"D xl

L
where

C - a constant of proportionality

J! - first derivative of the Bessel function of the
first kind of first order

Xg - guide wavelength in thn. cavities, as given by
Eq. (7).

-

The value of C3 suggested by Marcuvitz's formula is 1.522. The factor
involving the Bessel function is plotted in Fig. 20.

1.10.

1.0a

-(0.426 -'

l10 _ _ _ _ _ _

4z,

1.04
1 r

1.02

0 02 0,. 08 1.0
0. Golt iomelelr

FIG. 20

A FACTOR USED IN CALCULATING THE CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTANCE
OF RESONANT-WALL RADOMES
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The product of- the propagation von.stauL within the cavities and the .

plate thickness is

73l1 431l + j46 (17) 40

where

0 radians (18)°X83

0 - electrical length of each cavity

13 - physical thickness of the metal plate.

The attenuation constant for the waves traveling through the cavities in

the metal plate will be taken as equal to that for a wave in an infinitely

long circular waveguide of diameter D, constructed with the same metal and

dielectric as the radome. The actual attenuation constant will be only

slightly different from the assumed value due to the nonpropagating modes

at the cavity ends. Also, dissipation losses due to currents on the

surfaces of the metal plate will be neglected since it is likely that they

are small compared to those within the cavities. The attenuation constant

is composed of two terms,

Q3 ad + a (19)

where

od • attenuation constant due to dissipation in the
dielectric

Cie attenuation constant due to dissipation in the
conducting walls of the cavity.

The attenuation constants a. and a, are given by Eqs. (20) and (21): 5

tan 83

77 nepers per inch for all dimensions (20)K3 - 3  in inches

ac (1.5 X 10-) (21)Tp Dx, (170 D) 21 ,.

.0
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where 
p'.'

tan S loss tangent of material filling the ...
cavities

11€ relative permeability of the walls of
the cavit4- %r1

p a resistivity of the walls of the cavities QvzP, - 1.724 x 10-1 ohm - meter - resistivity of copper.!:,

It is significant to note that for many combinations of dielectric

and metal, most of the dissipation loss occurs in the dielectric. For

example, the resonant-wall radome referred to as Hadome B in this report

is constructed of alumina ceramic with tan 83 - 0.0018, and of aluminum

whose resistivity is approximately three times that of copper. For this

radome, Mdl - 0.0055, and a4 13  0.0006; thus the dissipation loss in the

metal is only i0 percent of the total. If the radome had been cnstructed

of nonmagnetic stainless steel whose resistivity is 53 times that of copper, .m
then a.13 woult! have been 0.0026. and the dissipation loss in the metal

wowld have been 32 percent of the total. The values of. acLI quoted above,

which were calculated assuming smooth metal surfaces, might be increased

by a factor of up to about 1.6 by roughness of the metal surfaces. 'T

The power transmission coefficient and insertion phase delay of a

resonant-wall radome without dielectric on its surface can be readily

calculated from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 19. A convenient method

for performing these calculations is the general-circuit-parameter method.

The general circuit pararcntcrs, A, B, C, and D, are found from the matrix
product of Eq. (22):

cosh ^ 3 13  sinh Y 313

ni jB I Y3 inh 7313 cosh Y 13

x (22) *..N

The power transmission coefficient, T2, and the insertion delay, q/, can

then be calculated using Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively:
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{ Y c o(23)

la(A + BY + C/yl + D) 360 L

tan' cot 0 (degrees) (24)
ie(A + 8Y 1  C/YI + D) X

where

Y W characteristic admittance of free space

L - total physical thickness of the radome

8 incidence angle measured in free space between
the incident ray and the normal to the radome
surface.

The characteristic admittance of free space for waves polarized perpen-

dicular to the plane of incidence in

Cos0
Y, * 377 (25)

and for waves polarized parallel to the plane of incidence,

I : .-4,. ,

377 cos 6 
(26) 4.

The electrical performance calculated using the simplest assumptions C'....C

regarding the values of the equivalent-circuit parameters will be con- , '

sidered first. Specifically, the nonpropagating modes within the cavities

are neglected, hence Eq. (15) is used to calculate the reactive discon-

tinuities at the surfaces of the radome. In calculating the characteristic

admittance of the metal plate from Eq. (16). the value C3 - 1.522 is used.

This value is based on the constant given by Marcuvitza, as explained in

Appendix B. Subject to these assumptions. the curves of Figs. 21 and 22

were calculated. It is significant to note from these curves that for %

perpendicularly polarized waves the resonance frequencies change only .9....

slightly with changes in incidence angle. For parallel-polarized waves,

however, the resonance frequencies shift rapidly with changes in incidence

angle at wide angles. Also, the transmission between resonances for

parallel-polarized waves increases with incidence angle up to approximately

80 degrees, and then decreases rapidly as the incidence angle is increased.---'C
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The incidence angle where the transmission between resonances is maximum
corresponds to Brewster's angle for uniform dielectrics, i.e.. the char-

acteristic admittance of the metal plate and that of free apace are equal.*

As a result of this behavior of the resonance frequencies, the maximum

incidence angle at which Radome A gives high Lransmission for both parallel

and perpendicularly polarized waves at a fixed frequency is about 70 de-

grees. This maximum incidence angle for Radome B, on the other hand, is
about 80 degrees.

At present, it does not appear possible to completely eliminate tho

variation of the resonance frequencies with changing incidence angle.$

It is likely, however, that the resonance frequencies of resonant-wall

radomes using different design parameters than the particular examples

presented here, would var, in a slightly different manner with incidence

angle. Thus it might be possible to design resonant-wall radomes to have

electrical performance that is even better than Radomes A and B. It would

be a cumbersome task to empirically determine the optimum design for a

radome with as many independent parameters as the resonant-wall radomes.

Using the approximate equivalent circuit proposed here, however, the

optimum design for a particular application could be determined with a

reasonable expenditure of effort.

The calculated curves in the regions nea7 the resonance peaks for

perpendicularly polarized waves are compared with measured points for

Radome A (first-order resonance) and Radome B (second-order resonance) in

Figs. 23 and 24, reap, v. It is seen from these figures that the

assumed values for t' Iliv lent circuit parameters predict the resonance

frequencies within 0. cent at the first-order resonance, and 1.3 per-

cent at the second-order ,nance. Although these errors are small,

closer agreemeqt between c, -ulated and measured performance would be

desirable for applications where perpendicularly polarized waves are inci-

dent at wide angles, since the bandwidth is small for these waves. It is

also seen from Figs. 23 and 24 that the calculated curves satisfactorily

For this particular radom saple, nd for f = 12,2 ko, 7. = for parallel-poleried waves imcideat
at 9 = 76.8 degrees.
Tle variatios is resontace frequencies with chaoeiag iscideace angle and polarisatiom is related to the
preecuce of the reactive discostiamities at th ead& of the cavities. For the reseomat-vell rado.eo
described ere, these diecostiasities are iad ive in ntatre. Perhaps if these isductivo awucepteaces
wore reesoated by ehuat capacitive saceptace. the oide-angle perforeace of the radomes cosd be is-
proved. Thea capecitive o1eMeate might take the form of metal tabs exteadiag from the surfece of the
metal plate over the end of each cavity, or inauletsd metal disks of diameter lose thea D, boaded to the
cods of eack dielectric plus. These possibilities have not. however, been ivestisated.
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predict the bandwidth.tffec.t Of dissipation loss, and the shift in resonance

fre;Iuancy as functions of the indidecnt. angle and .'VIrzait

Clnser obagree'yun beten th re luatd curves and the measured points
can e otaie4 y uing alus fr B an Y3slightly different from those

given by Eqs. (15) and (16). For example, the values of C3 in Eq. (16)

can be reduced in such a way that the calculated values for the resonance V

frequencies agree with the measured values at either the first-order or

the second-order resonance; however, no single value of C, will give

agreement at both resonances. When the value of C3 is made less than

1.01.
.. OARIZATION,
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FIG. 23
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF RESONANT-WALL

RADOME SAMPLE 4j (SIMPLEST CIRCUIT)
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C 1.522, in order to-obtain bett.er agreemnent for the resonance -fre-

quencies, it is found that the agreement between the calculated and the 1S
measured bandwidths deteriorates. Since the bandwidth is determined pri- a.
marily by the characteristic admittance of the metal plate, it appears that

the use of C3 1.522 in Eq. (16) gives a fairly good approximation to Y1.
-4 Thus it appears that the calculated values for the resonance frequencies

differ from the measured values because the values assumed for the reactive

discontinuities at the ends of the cavities are inaccurate. It will be

recalled that for the curves of Figs. 21 through 24, the nonpropagating
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---odca- inaidtLheeaea~f L-catiesar nelert& These nodes -pan-be __

taken into account by adding a second term to Lq. (15) in calculating B,.

An alternative is to use Eq. (15) for calculatinU B., but to shift the

reference planes-at which the terminals of the equivalent circuit are

considered to exist-out of the planes of the radome panel surfaces.

Theoretical formulas do not exist for either of these approaches: however,

either the correction term for B or the reference-plane position can be

calculated for resonant-wall radomc samples whose resonance frequencies

have been measured.

Using simple Smith-chart. calculations, the reference-plane positions

have been evaluated for B1adomes A znd B, assuming that Eqs. (15) and (16). ':'

with C. - 1.522, give the correct values for B. and Y. The resonance K.
frequenxies measured with perpendicularly polarized waves incident at .

- 75 degrees were used in these calculations. It was found that for

'.adome A (first-order resonance) the reference planes are a distance '

r .B ?. inside the radome surfaces. for Uadome B (second-order

resonanr, e' th)e reference planes are a distanc. 'r - 0.0074 k5  inside the

radAme surfaces. The location of the reference planes was not determined

at other freouerncis, but since this quantit7 is relatively unimportant

,at freqyencics faz from resonance, the simplifying aisu iption was made %

:t T' Varies linearly with irea'ucv aa given by Lq. (27):

0 )022 + 0 o. j 5 (27)

33

r.cd po!ariz ticn oA the 4ncid.ent *aves. The agreement between the calcu-

lated sin'J mcaured clectiicaO, performance of Radomes A and B seems to "-'.

*justify this %ssumpticv Shifting the reference planes to within the

surfaces of the radome sample is equivalent to calculating the electrical -.Y

length of the cavities using a value (I3 - 2r) in place of the actual

physical length, 13, of the cavities. Thus, in Eq. (17) and in Fig. 19,

" 03 should be replaced by qb;, where

3' 03 2,n - radians. (28) CA '0
XS3

The performance calculated taking the reference-plane shift into

account is shown by the curves in Fig. 25 for Radomes A and B with

4 9--="it -- 1
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perpendicularly polarized waves incident on them. It is seen that there

is good agreement between these calculated curves and the measured points
with respect to the values of the resonance frequencies, the shift of the

resonances with changing incidence angle, the bandwidth, and the less-than-
unity transmission at resonance due to dissipation loss. The calctilated

curves for parallel-polarized waves incident at 6 2 60 degrees were

essentially the same as those shown in Figs. 23 and 24, thus they were not

repeated.
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The expression of Eq. (21) gives the shift-in the refereuc- plan ---
with sufficient accuracy for Rtadomes A and B; however, it was possible toI

obtain this expression only after the radomes were built and their
resonance frequencies measured. The empirically derived relation in

Eq. (27) does not generally apply to other resonant-wall radomes. For

example, the reference-plane shift calculated at the second-order resonance

of one of the waveguide-samples of resonant-wall radomes described in

Table 1 was about twice the value given by Eq. (27).* It should be empha-
sized, however, that the shift in the reference planes is a second-order .-..r

correction on the equivalent circuit required in order to shift the

calculated resonance frequencies slightly. If the reference planes are

taken at the surfaces of the radome, the calculated curves still predict

the bandwidth, the effect of dissipation loss, and the shift in resonance

frequency with changes in incidence angle, with sufficient accuracy.

It is seen from the above discussion that the simple equivalent cir-

cuit of Fig. 19, together with Eqs. (15) through (26), is useful for

calculating the performance of resonant-wall radomes that do not have

dielectric layers in contact with either surface. For example, calc.lt-

tions based on this equivalent circuit could be used to determine the set
of design parameters that gave the best performance for a particular

application. A test panel could then be built and tested, and the thickness

modified slightly to obtain the required resonance frequency. The tolerance

required on a particular radome could also be determined by calculations

based on the equivalent circuit.

RZESONANT-WALL RADONES WITa DIELECTRIC ON ONE SURFACE

Following the same line of reasoning as was presented on pp. 38 to "-

42, the equivalent circuit of a resonant-wall radome with dielectric on
one st face can be shown to be as in Fig. 26. To the circuit of Fig. 19

has beLn added a length of transmission line of characteristic admittance

Y2 and electr~cal length 9z to account for the dielectric layer. The fact

that the reactive diacontinuities at the two surfaces of the perforated
metal platc are not equal has also bee-. taken into account. The parameters

B, Y3 1 op and a3 are the same as tor a resonant-wall radome without

all erro'.a in the radooe dimensions, &ad in the dielectric constant of the material filling the cavities,
can result in relattvtly large errcrs in the calculated shift in the reference plnes. It is not felt.
koNGyar. that this completely ateconat for the difference noted for the two radone sasples.
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Cos 82 g' 3s

Cos CosB

FIG. 26

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF RESONANT-WALL RADOAS WITH DIELECTRIC
IN CONTACT WITH ONE SURFACE V.

surface dielectric, and can be calculated approximately from Eqs. (15)

through (21). "M

The ausceptance B' at the interface between the metal plate and the

dielectric layer can be calculated approximately using Eq. (29):

B'- A 3 k2 (9
B, 1 176'J(9

377 277 - T2"

where

k = l'"' .wavelength in the dielectric layer in

contact with the surfact of the metal plate

ft = relative dielectric constant of the dielectric in
contact with the surface of the metal plate.

. The parameters A, s, D, and X are as defined under Eq. (15). Equation (29)

is just half the theoretical formula for the susceptance of a zero-

thickness perforated metal sheet in a uniform dielectric of relative

" dielectric constant C2' It was shown earlier in the report that Eq. (15)

gave a fairly good approximation to the susceptance at the surfaces of a

, resonant-wall radome without surface dielectric. It was shown in Ref. 1,

however, that the theoretical formula for a thin perforated metal sheet

becomes less accurate as the aperture diameter becomes an appreciable

fraction of the wavelength in the medium surrounding the sheet. Thus,

Eq. (29) is not expected to give an accurate approximation to the suacep-

* tance at the surface of the metal plate next to the dielectric layer.
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The suaceptance B, is saller than B., thus the percent accuracy required

ia not as great for B. as fnr B.for-a-gven-accuracy- "he-

electrical performance.

The characteristic admittance of the dielectric layer is taken as

the ratio of the magnetic and electric field components parallel to

surface of the dielectric, and is

yA
7 -7 -Coxl 62 (30)

377-

for waves polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and

Y 77 Cos 0 (31)

for waves polarized parallel to the plane of incidence. The angle of

incidence. 62, measured in the dielectric between the incident ray and

the normal to the radome surface is given by Eq. (32):

&in~ (32)

The product of the complex propagation constant within the dielectric

and the physical thickness, 12 , of the dielectric is

-/212 a2 12 + j 42  (33)

where

ii tan 82
42 ( 34),"

cos 6i  -

217 os ,.i2P
2i 12 Cradians (35)

42 a attenuation constant in the dielectric layer

tan 82 a loss tangent of the dielectric layer

a electrical thickness of the dielectric layer.
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... .- Thep'aver transmission coefficient and insertion Phase delay of- a

resonant-wall radome with dielectric in contact with one surface can be

readily calculated from its equivalent circuit. A convenient method for

performing these calculations is to substitute the general circuit

parameters of the radome, as found from the matrix product of Eq. (36),

into Eqs. (23) and (24): 5F.

B Lh Y2 ,2  J L 0
J2 S'nh Y2, cosh 721

sinh sh 71 I 1 ] (36)

€ [ osh c 1h 
1 0

3 sinh cosh I31

These calculations were carried out for an 0.223-inch-thick layer of

alumina ceramic on one surface of the perforated metal plate also used as

Hadomes A and B. The resulting flat-strip radome sample will be designated

Radome C in this discussion. The calculated electrical performance of

Radome C is compared in Fig. 27 with the performance of the sample measured

in the parallel-plate transmission line described in Appendix A. It is

seen that the calculated resonance frequency for perpendicularly polarized

waves incident at wide angles is about 1.8 percent lower than the measured

value. This discrepancy is probably due to the fact that the nonpropagating

waves within the radome cavities were neglected for these calculations,

and Eq. (29) does not accurately account for the nonpropagating waves

within the dielectric near the surface of the metal plate.

Examination of Fig. 27 shows that there is considerable scatter in

the measured points, and that the data could not be reproduced. This is

attributed to poor contact between the metal portion of the sample and the

parallel-plate transmission line, which would prevent proper mirror-imaging

of the sample in the surfaces of the transmission line. It was found that

the joints in the dielectric layer (which consists of four strips of

ceramic cemented end to end) were slightly misaligned. This would prevent

the surfaces of the transmission line from making frequent contact with

the perforated plate, even though the height of the individual pieces of

ceramic was slightly less than that of the perforated metal plate. This
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FIG. 21
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF

RESONANT-WALL RADOME SAMPLE C

defect in the sample was not discovered until the series of measurements

was completed. Thus, the available data indicate little more than that

the resonance frequency for perpendicularly polarized waves incident at

wide angles is about 8.35 kMc. The dimensions of the sample are given in

terms of wavelengch at this frequency in Table 4. Because of the poor

quality of the measured data, the remaining discussion concerning this

radome will be based on the calculated performance.

Figure 27 shows that the resonance frequency of this resonant-wall
radome with dielectric on one surface changes only slightly with incidence
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DIE4SIM OrT -AL iW."
SAMPLE C IN4 TOWM OF WAVELOWMT

eaaurd resoaaace frequecy at wid. iscideace A. 35 kM

aaui'e (wpetzxaicu1ar polsiatio)

Free-space wvallth at reusaca, A 1.414 iacha.

Wae1gatk is the dielectric at tusosasce, AA 3 0.4"1 jack

Gaide wavelanth in cavities at rsonas, 0  1. 111 iAnCh A

Diameter of cavities, D 0.650 AS

Thickets of metal plate.,1 3 0,5,0 X3

Electrical lmeth of cavities, 13 0.225

Electrical thiceass of dielectric layer 0.464
at normal incidasce, I1 /X6

Center-to.censer spacing of cavities. 0 0.255A, - 0.749 X,*

Thicknaa of radoin. L - L .+ 1 0.334 X .
. . . .

angle when the incident waves are polarized perpendicular to the plane of

incidence. For waves polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, however,

the resonance frequency changes greatly as the incidence angle varies.

This variation in resonance frequency is similar to that observed for the

resonant-wall radomea without surface dielectric. Thin variation in •"
resonance frequency limits somewhat the range of incidence angles over which

high transmission can be obtained for waves of any polarization. At a

frequency of 8.23 kWc, the calculated power transmission is greater than

70 percent for either perpendicularly or parallel polarized waves incident ". N

at angles up to about 70 degrees.

Also at 8.23 kc, the variation in insertion phase delay as the

incidence angle varies from 0 to 70 degrees is 69 degrees for perpendicularly

polarized waves, and 74 degrees for parallel-polarized waves. These va"s-

tions are 9 degrees and 4 degrees less, respectively, than the variation

in the electrical thickness of a layer of air of the same physical thick-

ness as the radome. On the basis of the particular examples considered in

this report, it would appear that for resonant-wall radomes of a given

total physical thickness, the Boresight error would be slightly smaller

for a radome with dielectric in contact with one surface of the metal plate

than for a radome without surface dielectric.* The boresight error of

It was sbwa previouly that the iaaortioa phase delay of RPdes A &ad B waried sare with chea*g i.
the anlet of iacideace teaU does the electrical thickasa. of a air layer of the seae pkysicai thicka.s. . %.
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eiLlitr resnau-wall xradome configuration would prvltublr 1be ilihntidy 10,~~

than that of a uniform-dielectric radoAme of the *ame physical .hickness.

Comparing Figs. 15 and 18with Fig. 28. it is seen that the 3-db hand-

width of Radowe C for perpendicularly polarized waves is slightly greater ._

than that of fladome A, but smaller than that of Redome B. The bandwidth _ Ii

for at least 70-percent power

transmission of either perpen. •-

dicularly or parallel-polarized

waves is smaller for Iladome C _____

than for both fladomes A and 3.

Since the physical thickness of

fladome C is of the same order as - WI '

that of a conventional uniform- X 4 . .

dielectric, full-wavelength 
"

radome, it is of interest to com- IRK

pare the bandwidths of the two

types of radomes. For perpen-

dicularly polarized waves inci-

dent at wide angles., it is found 0 to 40 40 so
*. INCIMCCO ANGLt - degrsees

that the 3-db bandwidth of ",","

11adome C is smaller by a factor

of 0.34 than that of a full- CACULAILf ", . * .: '

wavelength radome with c - 8.66. TRANSMISSIONOI 11U"--WAL RVrI' '

It is worth noting that most ,

radomes, including conventional half-wavelength radomes, full-wavelength

radomes, A-sandwich radomes. multilayer radomes, and Badomes A and B in

this report are physically and electrically symmetrical about the midplane

of each radome. Thus, when the same medium is present on both aides of

the radome (usually air), these symmetrical radomes have low reflection

coefficients at their frequencies of maximum transmission. For radomes

that are not symmetrical about their midplane, such as Radome C, the reflec-

tion coefficient is not necessarily low under conditions of maximum trans- WI

mission. The calculated power reflection coefficient, A2 , of Radome C is

plotted at the bottom of Fig. 28, from which it is seen that up to 11 per-

cent of the incident power is reflected from the radome at its resonance

frequency. Off resonance, of course, the reflection will be higher. This

curve and the curve of T2 at the top of Fig. 28 do not apply at a fixed

frequency, but rather at the resonance frequency, which in also a function
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- -o f the Iidence azZgIc. The--power "cIiizutws cvsted
by substituting Eq (2.0, (26). and (36) into Eq. 37):

A YA l (37)

By .0 L

The calculated tanamissiu of Sadowe C at iresoance, as shown int Fig. 28,

is lower than that of Hadoaaes A mind 13. at shown in F'igs. 1.5 and 18. Near

normal incidence, this can be mostly accounted for by the relatively high

reflecLion from Hadome C. At wide angles of incidence, the difference in

the calculated Lranamission coefficients is largely due to the higher

disaipation loss in the thickest radome, Badome C. K
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SECTON III .

CERtAMIC A-ANRVICI 1AIDOMES

One of the objections to the use of ceramic radome materials to oh-

tain high-temperature stability and good rain-ermsion resistance it the

relatively great we .ght of these materials. A ceradiic A-sandwich rsdome,
consisting of dense ceramic skins separated by a foaed ceramic core, ' **,.

would have a higher strength-to-weight ratio than a uniform, dense ceramic

radome, although its strength would not be as great. The strength of these

A-sandwich radomes might be increased by embedding thin perforated metal

sheets or wire grids within them. , 5

Ir. was shown previously" that it is electrically feasible to embed
wire grids in A-sandwich radomes with relative dielectric constants of P

A a 4.5 ior the akias, and e - 1.3 for the core. The calculations pre-

sented in lef. 1 showed that there would be electrical advantages to the

use of wire grids in A-sandwich radomes, and it was indicated that there

might alAo be mechanical advantages. A brief investigation was conducted .

on the present contract to determine the electrical feasibility of using

metal inclusions in A-sandwich radomes using dielectric constants typical

of dcnze ceramic skins and foamed ceramic cores.

Sections of A-sandwich radomes containing perforated metal sheets and
wire grids are illustrated in Fig. 29. In this figure, the metal inclu-

sions are shown at the akin-to-core interfaces; however, they could also

be embedded within the skins or slightly within the core. The perforated

metal sheets might be better from the mechanical standpoint since they

provide more nearly uniform strength in all directions in the plane of the

sheet than do wire grids. For calculating the electrical performance,

however, the wire 8rids are better since accurate equivalent-circuit

formulas are available. The equivalent circuit parameters of perforated

metal sheets located at or near the interface between two dielectrics could

be measured. This information could then he used to design and evaluate

A-sandwich radomes containing perforated metal sheets. The investigation

described here did not go into that great detail.
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FIG. 29
A-SANDWICH RADOMES CONTAINING PERFORATED METAL

SHEETS AND WIRE GRIDS

The dependence of power transmission coefficient on incidence angle

and polarization has been determnied approximately for a few dissipation-

less A-sandwich radomes by Smithechart calculations using the half-section

analysis technique described previously.1 8 Transmission-coefficient curves

*aze shown in Figs. 30 and 31 for the A-sandwich radomes, which contain wire

grids at the skin-to-care interfaces, that are described in Tables 5 and 6.

Each of thes- radomes was designed to be matched at a frequency of 9375 Mc

for waves of kny polarization incident at an angle of 85 degrees.

To simplify these initial calculations it was assumed that the eqi~iva-

lent shunt susceptance of the wire grids, normalized to the characteristic

admittance of the iore dielectric, varied as

B -K
- -- (38)~

Y C Cos s

*for perpendicularly polarized waves, and as

B -K COs 2 t8 + cos 2

- - (39)
cos 8~ 2 cos2 8
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TABLE 5

DESIGQ PARAMETERS FOR METAL-LOADE A-SANDWICH PADOMES WIT4 Cc 4

RADNE D HADUE E HADONE F

Type of metal inclusions Wire grids Wire grids Wire grids

Position of metal inclusions At skin-to-core At akin-to-core At skin-to-core
inter faces interfaces interfaces

Relative dielectric constant,
in skins, C 9.0 9.0 9.0
in core, Cc 4.0 4.0 4.0

Match angle 85 degrees 85 degrees 85 degrees

Match polarization . and II -ad II . and II
Match frequency 9375 Mc 9375 Mc 9375 Mc

Thickness of skins, IS 0.050 inch 0.075 inch 0.100 inch r
Thickness of core. 21 0.273 inch 0.294 inch 0.339 inch

Radome thickness 0 373 inch 0. 444 inch 0.539 inch

Norn!alizeu shunt suscertance -0.8s -2.25 -8.75
*" of wctal inclusions (at

normal incidence), -- J

DESIGNJ PARAUETERS FOR TMETAL-LOAED - ' -S "Ii "iK if.5 "IT. C 2

% RADOUE G .'i"ONE H

Type of metal inclusions Vire grids "'ire grids

Position of metal inclusions At skin-to-core t skin-to-core
interfaces interfaces

Relative dielectric constant.
in skins, E 9.C 9.0

in core, e 2.0 2.U

Match angle . 85 degrees 5 dertlres-

Match polarization . and II .a "nd ii
Match frequency 9375 Mc 9375 c

Thickness of skins., 0.050 inch 0.075 inch

Thickness of core, 21 0.510 inch 0.599 inch

Radone thickness 0.610 inch 0.749 inch

Normalized sI'unt susce Tance -1.35 -12.5
of metal inclusions aat
normal incidence), -K
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V

forf parallel polarized waves. where...'

K a constant of proportionality

angle of incidence measured within the core
dielectric with respect to the normal to the
radome surface

e a a angle of incidence measured within the skin
dielectric with respect to the normal to the
radome surface.

This assumption amounts to neglecting a correction term in the denominators

of Eq.. (38) and (39). This correction term takes into account the energy

stored in the nonpropagating waves corresponding to diffracted waves

scattered at imaginary angles, and is a rather involved series depending

on wire spacing, incidence angle, and polarization as given in

Refs. 9 and 10.

Since the correction term was neglected, it was not necessary to "-'-'-

specify any particular wire diameter and spacing in order to make the

calculations. Combinations of wire diameter and wire spacing that will .'...

give approximately the assumed ausceptances at normal incidence, neglecting

the correction term, are shown in Fig. 32. These curves were calculated -

using Eq. (40 ),g and the values of the constant K given in Tables 5 and 6:

K = In (40)

where

D - wire diameter

s center-to-center spacing of the wires in each grid

S ,/- wavelength in the core dielectric

C- ff= relative dielectric constant of the core material

= free-space wavelength.

The difference between the actual susceptance of these wire grids and the

assumed susceptances will increase with increasing incidence angle for

perpendicularly polarized waves, and will decrease with increasing inci-

dence angle for parallel polarized waves. The maximum wire spacing for

no diffraction within the skin dielectric is 0.315 inch for c, U 9 and

f = 9375 Mc. As the spacing approaches this maximum value, the curves of
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FIG. 32
APPROXIMATE WIRE GRID DIMENSIONS FOR RADOMES D. E, AND G

Fig. 32 become less accurate since the neglected correction term becomes

larger as the wire spacing is increased. I-

Although the curves of Figs. 30 and 31 were calculated using simpli-

fying assumptions, they are sufficiently accurate that the following

concluaions can be drawn:

(1) A-sandwich radomes loaded with wire grids can be "

designed to have high transmission for both per-
pendicularly and parallel polarized waves incident
over a wide range of angles, even out to 85 degrees.

This is in contrast to conventional unloaded A-
sandwich radomes, for which the transmission for
parallel polarized waves falls off rapidly as the
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. . . i.nidenc~t angle eu~s Brei ter'.a ,ingIe for the
akin dielectric.

(2) The magnitude of the susceptance, and thus the
amount of metal in the grid, increases as the akin
thickness increases.

(3) There is a limit to the akin thickness that can be
used and still obtain high transmission over a wide
range of incidence anglea; however, it is likely
that the skins can be made at least as thick as those X
of unloaded A-sandwich radomes. For a core dielectric
constant e, - 4, this limit on skin thickness is
between 0.075 and 0.100 inch, and for c * 2; it is
between 0.050 and 0.075 inch. There will be a corre-
sponding limit on the amount of metal that can be ,-..

used in A-sandwich radomes.

It is also evident from the calculations carried out on the Smith chart

that the metal-loaded A-sandwich radomes will require significantly less

stringent tolerances on the core thickness than unloaded A-sandwich radomes

using the same dielectric material. Presumably the tolerance on core

dielectric constant would also be less stringent for the metal-loaded

A-sandwich radomes.
. '

Note that as the akin thickness approaches the maximum value, the

equivalent shunt susceptance required of the wire grids becomes suf-

ficiently large in magnitude that it might be practical to use inductive

perforated metal sheets rather than wire grids. As pointed out before,

however, there are no accurate formulas available for calculating the
equivalent circuit parameters of a perforated metal sheet located at or

near an interface between two dielectrics. Another structure that shows

promise for inclusion in A-sandwich radomes is the self-resonant perforated-

metal sheet, discussed in the next section. It would probably be possible

to embed more metal in the radomes by using these resonant perforated metal

sheets than by using either inductive perforated metal sheets or wire grids.

RESONANT PERFORATED-METAL SHEETS

GzNERAL

The design of resonant-wall radomes centers around a thick metal plate,

which is electrically equivalent to a distributed-constant resonator, as

was explained in Sec. II. Another approach to the design of metal-loaded

radomes, which was used extensively in Ref. 1, is to use thin metal

structures that are electrically equivalent to shunt susceptances These

WADD TR 60-84
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are used to tune a layer or layers of dielectric to obtain the desired

resonance frequency and the best electrical performance as a function of

incidence angle. A third approach would be to use thin metal structures

that are self-resonant, i.e., metal structures that transmit all of the

energy incident on them. Ideally, these thin resonant structures could be

embedded within a radome without affecting its electrical performance, and

the location of the metal structures within the radome would not be critical.

An investigation of the mechanical properties of some metal-loaded radomes
indicated that thin metal structures might be useful as reinforcement

elements in low-density ceramics, such as would be used in the core of an

inorganic A-sandwich radome. u To investigate the electrical feasibility

of using perforated metal sheets for this application, the resonance char-
acteristics of a few samples of perforated metal sheets were measured, as

will be described in this section.

Experience with resonant coupling apertures in waveguide has shown

that, at least for some aperture shapes, the resonance frequency of an

aperture is very nearly the same as the cut-off frequency of a waveguide

of the same cross section as the aperture. 1 Assuming this relationship

to hold for a perforated metal sheet, initial calculations can be made to

determine the amount of metal that can remain between the apertures. The

diameter of a resonant circular aperture would be approximately

D - X2 /1.706 = 0.586X2, where X2 VV'Cv is the wavelength in the medium

of relative dielectric constant f2 surrounding the metal sheet. In order

that the perforated metal sheet not excite diffracted waves, the center-to-

center spacing, s. of the apertures must satisfy Eq. (3). As an example,

for a metal sheet embedded ih a dielectric with E - 3, the incidence angle
2

in the dielectric cannot exceed &2 - 35.3 degrees. Thus, the spacing must
satisfy s < 0.634K2, and the maximum amount of metal left between the

apertures is (s - D) = 0.075 s. That is, the metal between circular

apertures would be only about 7.5 percent of the center-to-center spacing

of the apertures. The amount of metal left between the apertures can be

increased by decreasing the aperture diameter, and at the same time loading

the apertures in some manner to keep the resonance frequency the same

A convenient way to load circular apertures is by ridges, such as
shown in Fig 33(a). Quadruply ridged circular apertures were used in the

investigation described here, since the cut-off wavelengths for waveguides
of similar shape have been measured and reported in the open literature U

Two other aperture shapes that might be considered for the present
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FIG, 33

VARIOUS RIDGE-LOADED APERTURES WITH CENTERS FORMING HEXAGONAL ARRAYS r

application are also shown in Fig. 33. It is stated on p. 35 of Bef. 11

that perforated metal sheets do not bond to a ceramic as well as do wire v ..-

grids because of the smooth surfaces of the metal sheets. This difficulty

can be partially overcome by placing the apertures closer together than *'

is usually done in metal sheets perforated for other purposes. In addition, e4

the area of the smooth region marked by the letter A in Fig. 33(a) can be rip

reduced slightly by using hexagonal apertures rather than round apertures.

There might be electrical advantages to using six rather than four ridges

in each aperture. as will be discussed later in this section.

Details of the ridge-loaded aperture shape used in the present

S.te.z 1.i iun &&. Lu.n in Fig. 34. The cut-off wavelengths of several

ridged circular waveguides without fillets at the bases of the ridges, i.e.,
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r 0 in Fig 34. have been measured

by Chait and Sakiotis.13 Their data are

replotted in Fig 35 along with some

data taken at Stanford Research Institute.*

The cut-off wavelengths of three ridge-

loaded circular waveguides with fillets

at the bases of the ridges were also

measured at Stanford Research Institute.

I One of the resonant cavitios used to
obtain this data is shown in Fig. 36,

, along with the coupling loops that were

inserted through short-circuits at each
end of the cavity in order to couple

to the cavity. Maximum transmission

through the cavity is obtained at fre-

• ,a- e quencies such that the cavity is
FIG. 34 X8 /2 long. Here. r is any positive

RIDGELOADED CIRCULAR APERTI"E SHAPE integer, and ). is the guide wavelength

USED FOR S.APLS in the ridge-loaded circular waveguide

forming the cavity. The coupling loops are sufficiently small that they
produce negligible reactive loading at the ends of the cavities, as indi-

cated by the fact that data taken for n x 1, 2. and 3 gave values of cut-off

wavelength that were in agreement within 0.16 percent. The values of

cut-off wavelength were calculated using Eq. (41) which is the well known

relation between the free-space wavelength, cut-off wavelength, and guide

wavelength for any waveguide:

4.'

Xe (41)

where

X €  cut-off wavelength of the waveguide

X = free-space wavelength at the resonance frequency

The poist4 shown is Fig. 35 were derived from the awaured data is the failoviag saeaer. Velu^ of
cut-off caveleadtb were imesswod for saverel cmbinatioas of ridge width 4" length Tkaes values were
plotted as fauctio" of the ridge length, with ridge width as a peraneter, e" soooth curves were draws
through the pints. The coubimetioas of ridge width aad lanth required to give *Pacific values of
cut-off wavelagth wern reed from these curves., sad tkeij plotted s the pointa is Fig. 35.
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A few saimles of perforated metal sheets were built and their trans-

mission measured as a function of frequency to determine their resonance

frequencies and bandwidths. A block diagram of the equipment act-up used

for obtaining these data is shown in Fig. 38. The frequency of the signal

source was swept as a function of time, and pictures taken of the oscil-

* loacope screen when the sample was between the two horns, and when the .

, sample was removed. For moat of the samples, the oscilloscope traces with

and without the sample coincide at the resonance frequency, indiclting

that all the incident energy was transmitted through the sample,

For simplicity in manufacture, the first samples constructed were in

the form of flat strips with semicircular apertures along their edges. ',

Three of these are shown in the upper portion of Fig. 39.* and the sample _____

dimensions are Civen in Table 7. When mounted in the parallel-plate trans-

mission line described in Appendix A, each sample is mirrored in the

The saill kole. bitweaum ta aporLtrta *or* "acd to .oool ks iithea op to a jig duria labricaioa, Thac-
holoo ar* wall $*low cut.clf iLoj all uodos O&ht coi1d propagate throug h kohn, op tkir Frpv.i.c ahoald

, hk&V aeligiJl. 4flCLt 00 iLha *lacLrIcel p riCOT6 ,C o i iLe ,S .
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O ii OP UT-RIUP UL£UI POW== BY "? % R APRTL __

A U C

JAVOtt of awta fhxaloeal ar'ray HeM5o"MI uray lkauoa array

Aperture dismtsr, D 0.750 .ack 0.812 zcl6 0.9U inch

Apertuwr. cat4r-to-castor 1.039 inches 1.059 iaches 1.019 ,acke. s .
s , pcn S

will t kess betLe-A 0.219 in" % 0.118 j 0.227 inch - 0,218 0.101 anch 0, 097 j .*a',

Parcat total r eiaig 27. percent 21.8 percent 9.7 percent
100 (s - D)/l' s'

T7iiuass. of eWlte, t 0.080, 0,125, 0.192, 0,001, 0.080 0.115, 0,102, 0.12$, *Ad

&ad 0.2"6 ikch 0.192, end 0.247 ianch 0.192 iach

Huight af aiole. 0.900 inch 0.900 inrl 0.900 inch

width 1 assipies 24 inches 24 inch" 24 ica-,

conducting plates to be equivalent to a flat metal sheet perforated by a

hexagonal array of circular aperLures. For each aperture diameter, samples

of different thickness were made. and these were tested individually or -,

in cascade to determine the effect of sample thickness on the electrical

performance. The measured resonance frequencies of the samples with

0.812-inch diameter apertureO are plotted in Fig. 40 for two values of -

sample thickness. Most of the points for 'intermediate values of thickness

fall on or between the points shown. The curves for D - 0.750 inch are of

nearly the same shape. and lie only two percent above these in Fig. 40

even though the cut-off frequency f,, of a circular waveguide, is

8.3 percent higher for a diameter of D - 0.750 inch than for D - 0.812 inch.

The curves for .D a 0.938 inch lie only about three percent below those in -

Fig. 40 even though f, of a circular waveguide is 13.3 percent lower far

D a 0,938 inch than for D - 0.812 inch. Thus, for all the samples tested

with circular apertures, the resonance frequency changes about 25 percent .

as the incidence angle varies 25 degrees.t This variation in resonance

These meaplee were tested is air. if a sheet of this typow a *e dead is a mifor dielectric of I

relative dielactric casetiat C, all the 04" 0l dimeasifa. WoAld be divided by 4 '/-to atais the an. -
,

reganace frcqevacy, 4ad the absciee il Figs. 40, 41, 43, and 44 would he the iacida ce aagle measured
is tis dielectric,

* Flec-pnael ea".1e perforated by circular aprtues and tested is I pae also exhibit this rapid
variation of rea mice frequnscy as the incidence amgle ,a ghe,.gedII:. A cie~e with thib aaa~lef.• -

aesitivity of the resonace of both the flat-strip e64 te flat-panol aawltsee a f("raie of tk.
incideat waves, thich departed slightly from pleas vavea. This f1cesiag action veat indicated by greeter-
tkhn-wity tres s a ie a coefficient at ra&P&"ce, up to ISO percent itAicated Power traAftiaasioa
coefficient being obteja-d for ose flat-4trip sample.
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FIG. 40 '

MEASURED RESONANCE FREQUENCY OF FLAT METAL STRIPS
PERFORATED BY CIRCULAR APERTURES

frequency is significantly greater than the bandwidth of the re inance,

thus, when operated at a fixed frequency, none of these sample, vould give

high transmission even over the restricted range of incidence angles en-

countercd in a radome dielectric.* Therefo'e, it appears that a circle

* is not a suitable aperture shape to use in resonant metal sheets for the

* proposed radome application.

Flat-strip -.amples were also perforated by ridge-loaded apertures.

One of these samples is shown at the bottom of Fig. 39, and the dimiensions

are given in Column A of Table 8. Several thicknesses were tested for a

single aperture shape, and resonance frequencies for three thicknesses are

shown in Fig. 41(a). For these samples, the resonance frequency is inde-

pendent of incidence angle out to & 3U degrees, and changes only

2.5 percent as the incidence angle increases to 40 degrees. It is also

nignificant to note that the points shown out to U =40 degrees are within

1.5 percent of the cut- off frequency of a waveguide of the same cross

section as tie apertures. The value f, = 9.2b kklc was measur using a

*The 3-db bondsidth was mIessured for a few of the flat-strip aales, and was founod to be t 10 percent._- F

The Isadvidth appeared to be nearly indepertdeac of aperture dle.W.eer, sample thickne, .a... Ehe angle of
incidence.
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• % "-TABLE B

DlWM24SIWS OF* SAMPLES PURF0RAT& BY RIDGt-LOADWD CIBCUA APEnfTLIE .

A S

Sample type Flat-strip Flat-ael e .

Sh.-pe of aperture (hindruply ridged circles Quadruply ridged cirria F .

Layout of apertures Rectangular array Hexagonal array

Aperture diameter, ) 0.688 inch 0.500 inch . -

Ridge width, Y 0.172 inch 0.25 D 0.077 inch = 0.154 D ..

Ridge length, 1 0.162 inch 0.236 0.161 inch 0 0 322 D

Fillet radius, r 0.062 incL 0.091 D 0.031 inch = 0.062 D

Aperture center-to-center spacing, s 0.1S0 inch 0.688 inch . -

Ratio (s - D)/a 0.083 0.273

Minimum width of metal between 0.146 inch =. 195 a o. 188 inch = 0.273 s .. V
ape rtures

Thickneas of samples. t 0.084, 0.124 and 0.064 inch
O.192 inch

Height of sample 0.900 inch 12 inches

Width of sample 24 inches 24 inches ,

waveguide cavity similar to that shown in Fig. 36. The dashed curve in

Fig. 41(a) shows the lowest frequency, f., for which diffracted waves can

be radiated from the sample i.e., fd is the frequency for which the in-

equality of Eq. (3) becomes an equality. For the measured points lying

below the dashed curve, 100-percent transmission was obtained at the t
resonance frequency of each of these samples. For the points above the

dashed curve, however, only 25 to 50 percent power transmission was ob-

tained at resonance, indicating that energy was indeed being taken from

the transmitted wave and being radiated as diffracted waves. ,-

The bandwidth of the flat-strip samples perforated by ridge-loaded

apertures is plotted in Fig. 41(h). The 3-db bandwidth is shown since .. '.-

this is a ,parameter commonly used to describe resonant structures. For"-

a resonant perforated-metal sheet embedded within a radome, the bandwidth

over which its presence would nct affect the electrical performance of the

radome would be significantly smaller than the 3-db bandwidth. The usable

bandwidth of a radome containing a resonant-perforated metal sheet, would

of ccurse, depend on the type of radome, the dielectric constants of the

materials used, and Lhe polarization and range of incidence angles over

which the radome is used, as well as on the metal sheet itself. The elec-

trical perforance of radomes containing resonant perforated-metal sheets

has not been calculated or measured.
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* .,

The parallel-plate transmission line cannot bs Qgcd ta m&&&ure the

electrical performance of samples for the case of parallel-polarized waves

incident on the sample at near-normal incidence. Thus a flat metal sheet

was perforated by a hexagonal array of ridge-loaded apertures, as shown

ii Fig. 42, and described under Column B of Table 8. The transmission of

this flat-panel sample was measured as a function of frequency using the

equipment set-up outlined in Fig, 38. The resonance frequency and band-

width of the sample are shown in Fig. 43 as functions of incidence angle

for the cases where the incident waves are polarized either perpendicular
or parallel to the plane of incidence. The cut-off frequency, f,., of a

waveguide of the same cross section as the apertures was not measured, and

there is not sufficient information in Fig. 37 that the effect of the

€ #:## # # # !) ',.>

FIG 4 4

.

FLAT-PANEL SAMPLE OF A RESONANT PERFORATED METAL SHEET
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f-ill~Ata at tha haeo ttk1 rida can be accounted for exaCtly. Usinil th o"

upper curve of Fig. 37, however, and the curves of Fig, 35. one may estimate

the cut-off frequency of the waveguide to be 9.3 kMc. Thus, the resonance U

frequency of the perforated metal sheet is within about 12 roercent off.
0-61'6

The resonance frequency' of this sample changes slightly with angle, even

near normal incidence. The frequency variation is small enough compared
Z

to the bandwidth, however, that high transmission can be obtained over a

usable range of incidence angles. 1ihe transmission for waves of both

polarization& are plotted in Fig. 44 for a single frequency. From this___

figure it is seen that at least 93 percent power transmission can be ob-

tained for either perpendicularly or parallel polarized wav~es incident at

any angle out to 0 - 40 degrees. The incidence angle within a radome for

a wave passi.ng through the radome cannot exceed 40 degrees for radome

materials of relative dielectric constant greater than 2.4.

In addition to the desired resonance, at which all the incident

energy is transmitted, a spurious resonance of the flat-panel sample was

0.8.

4'-7

0 .

0O.6

0 20 40 60 s0

8INCIDENCE ANGLE-degrees

FIG. 44

MEASURED TRANSMISSION VS. INC IDENCE ANGLE FOR THE
FLAT-PANEL PERFORATED METAL SHEET
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observed at which ntearly all of the incident energy is reflected- The t. -

frequency of the spurious resonance is only a few percent above that of-

the desired resonance, and it is relatively narrow-band compared to the .

desired resonan.e. Thus, the spurious resonance appears as a deep notch

S in the frequency response of the sample. This notch is observed for I

oblique incidence for some orientations of the fields of the incident wave

with respect to the plane of incidence and with respect to the pattern of b.6
'V

apertures4 but it is not observed for all orientations. Time did not
permit the origin of the spurious resonance to be determined on this con-

tract The transmission properties of perforated metal sheets are also

of interest with respect to an antenna application." It is anticipated

. that the origin of the spdrious resonance will be investigated further in

the course of the antenna study. Presently available information indicates

that perhaps the spurious resonance is due to a higher-order mode in the

2 apertures, If this is the orrect explanation, then the frequency of the

spurious resonance could be moved away from that of the desired resonance

it" by using different loading than was used with the flat-panel in Fig. 42

It might be possible to change the loading sufficiently by simply changing .

the length of the ridges, or it might be necessary to use an aperture shape

with more than four ridges, such as shown in Fig. 33(c).

Returning to the consideration of the desired resonance of perforated

metal sheets, it was stated previously that the resonance frequency was

expected to be simply related to the cut-off frequency of a waveguide that

has the same cross section as the apertures in the metal sheet. This was V.

found t- npply to some of the samples tested, but not to others. Thus,

the cut-off frequency of the apertures must be only one of the factors

that influences the resonance frequency of a perforated metal sheet.

Another factor that might influence the resonance frequency is the energy

stored in the nonpropagacing modes corresponding to waves diffracted at

imaginary angles It is known, for instance, that these modes can influ-

ence the reactance of a parallel array of wires The effect of these modes

is taken into account by the corlection term, consisting of an infinite II
summation. used in the theoretical formulas for the reactance of wire

grids.-5- For a given wire spacing and incidence angle, the correction

term is relatively jnimporcanc until the frequency approaches that at which

diffracted waves are radiaLed at real angles

The space around the taup!. as exp&..,d v.:h a hc.n &ad detetz..2, and it was foud that the aargy was d .%'-.,
* ~ ~ r isapecuiar rcflerzed &ass a tbe han. :a d~ff'ated *are& or is surface waves.
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That these nonpropating abdaA may also inf1uence the raao _*,.ca k

frequency of a perforated wetal sheet ix a-uggested by the curves of

Fig. 45, where the data have been summarized for the various samples of

perforated metal sheets.* If the resonance frequency of each sample

depended only on the cut-off frequency of its apertures, the curves in

Fig. 45 would be horizontal lines, If, on the other hand, the resonance

frequencies were constant fractions of the frequency fJ. at. which difirac-

tion occurs, the curves would be vertical lines. The curves shown in ?"O.- .4,

Fig. 45 indicaLe that the resonance frequency of a perforated metal shuet N

depends both on the cut-off frequency of its apertures, and on the fre-

quency at which diffraction can occur. Also note that the slope of the

curves for four of the six samples increases as the ratio I,/fj approaches

unity. This indicates that the closer the condition for diffraction is

approached. the more strongly the resonance frequency depends on the energy .

stored in the nonpropagating modes, and thus the more the resonance fre-

,uency jhanges vjr,4 incidence angle . There is not any clear-cut criterion,

however, that can be applied to all sampiles to determine how far f, must

be from fj in order that the resunance frequency be independent of the

incidence angle. The resonance frequency of a metal sheet perforated by

circular apertures depends much more on the incidence angle than does that

of a metal sheet perforated by ridge-loaded apertures. It is not evideut.

why the electrical performance of a perforated metal sheet depends ao much

on the shape of the apertures.

It can be seen from the results of the limited number of measurements

made on this program. that resonant perforated-metal sheets show promise

as inclusions for radomes. It is also seen that care must be used in the

choice of the dimensions and shape of the perforations. If these metal

inclusions turn out to be mechanically promising also, further effort

should be devoted to obtaining additional electrical design data.

RESONANT-WALL nIADOMES WITH Ail-FILLED CAVITIES

Rehonnt-all radomes, as were described in Sec. II. consist of a

thick metal plate perforated by a number of resonant cavities. The con-

dition for no diffraction from the radome determines the maximum cenLer-

to-center spacing between the cavities, which also places an upper bound

For the sake of clarity, at all ths point& for the vario kst, aa of each typ. of sap have b..n .' -
shome, Algo, Poists have "am oaitted for reosoace trituaAcian stck that Aifiactioa can occur, a c

ck energy is the diffracted wave& shasges from reactive stoad sargy to radiated eargy for f. > fd.,I.. -
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on the diameter of the cavities. Except for applications where the

incidence angle is small, the cavity diameter turns out to be too small

for energy to propagate through circular air-filled cavities. One way to

lower the cut-off frequency so that energy can propagate through closely-

spaced cavities is to fill the cavities with dielectric, as was shown in

Fig. 1. For resonant-wall radomes such as in Fig. 1(a), the dielectric

plugs also preserve the physical continuit' of the radome surface. If the

outer surface of t'e ri~dome is covered by a layer of uniform dielectric,

such as in Figs. 1(b), l(c). and 1(d), the dielectric plugs are not necessary

from a mechanical standpoint. In fact, use of the dielectric plugs pre-

st-nts mechanical problems with respect to the initial mounting of the

plugs, and with rcspect to differential thermal expansion between the

di,..>ctric and the metal The use of the dielectric plugs also presents

ele .trical problems, such as excessive dissipation loss in the dielectric,

and detuning of the cavities with variation of die!ectric constant from

plug to plug and variation of the dielectric constant with temperature.

Since the dielectric plugs in the cavities of resonant-wall radomes

present several problems, it would he desirable to elminate them when

they are not required to complete the surface of the radome. It is now

proposed that instead of using dielectric in the cavities, that ridge

loading of the cavities be u~ed to lower their 2ut-off frequency below

t.,e operating frequency of the radome. The ridges would take the form of

met.al strips running lengthwise through the cavities, so that the cavities

would have cross sections similar to those shown in Fig. 33. This approach

tu the construction of resonanL, wall radomes is suggested by The results

for metal sheets perforated by :rdge-loaded apertures. as reported in the

pre'.eding pages. Although the emphasis there "as on relatively thin metal

shi,-ts, data were taken using flat-strip samples up to 0.400 inch thick.

The transmission of these flat-strip samles was measured in the parallel-

plate transmission line usiiig pctpendicularly polarized waves. As shown

in Fig. 41 the resonance frequency was independent of incidence angle until

the condition where diffract on could occur ,,:s apprcached, The bandwidth

of the thickest sample is of the same order of magnitude as those of the

resonant-wall radome samples Radomes A, B, and C, described in Sec. II.

The concept of using air-filled, ridge-loaded cavities for dielectric-

covered, resonant-wall radomes was originated too late to be developed

further on the present contract. It is recommended that additional design

data be obtained, and a radome panel built and tested in free space.
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SECTION IV
4 .. t

CONWJSIOKS AN/D WE) ATIONS

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 
%

Of the metal-loaded radomes studied on this contract, as well as those

studied on a previous contract, 1 the resonant-well radomes appear most *. .. P*

promising as high-strength radomes, since these radomes contain a rela-

tively high percentage of metal. Thus, emphasis during the present program

has been placed on investigating the electrical properties of resonant-wall

radomes. The basic element in these resonant-wall radomes is a relatively

thick metal plate perforated by resonant cavities. In general, it has been

found that resonant-wall radomes can be designed to give high transmission . .

over a wide range of incidence angles, but over a more restricted frequency

bandwidth, and with slightly larger insertion-phase-delay variation as a

function of incidence angle than is obtained with conventional half-

wavelength and full-waveiength radomes. Other phases of this contract have

shown that it is electrically feasible to embed wire grids within A-sandwich *'-".'-

radomes with dielectric consants typical of ceramic skins and cores, and Mai;
they indicate that it might be electrically feasible to embed self-resonant

perforated metal sheets within A-sandwich radomes. An initial investigation

indicates that it may be possible to use air-filled rather than dielectric-

filled cavities in some resonant-wall radomes. More specific conclusions

regarding metal-loaded radomes studied on this contract are given in the

following paragraphs.

The empirical design data presented in this report can be used to
design several configurations of resonant-wall radomes. The metal struc-
ture in each of these radomes consists of a thick metal plate perforated

by a number of dielectric-filled circular waveguidea, which form resonant

cavities. For the configurations where a layer of dielectric is in contact

with one surface of the metal plate, or where the metal plate is used by

itself, the data cover a fairly large range of metal plate and surface

dielectric thicknesses. The data can also be used to design resonant-wall W

radumes with a layer of dielectric in contact with each surface of the

metal plate, fo4- which case only a very limited range of dielectric
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SECTiON IV 4- '_

CONCLUJSIONS AND IRECOWhERDATIONS
-V n ,..

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY - ."

Of the metal-loided radomes studied un this contract, as well as thost

studied on a previous coaractl the resonant-wall radoe, appear most

promising as high-strength radoes, sinct theta radomes contain a rea-
tively high p-rcentage of metal. Thus, emphasis during the present program

has been placed on investigating the electrical properties of resonant-wall

radomes. The basic element in these resonant-wall radones is a relatively

thick metal plate perforated by resonant Cavitie. In general, it. has been

found that resonant-wall radomes can be designed to give high transmission

over a wide range of incidence angles, but over a more restricted frequency

bandwidth, and with slightly la;ger insertion-phase-delay variation ats a

function of incidence angle than is obtained with conventional half.

wavelength and full-wavelength radomes. Other phases of this contract have

shown that it is electrically feasible to embed wire grids within A-sandwich L:

radomes with dielectric constants typical of ceramic skins and cores, and

they indicate that it might be electrically feasible to embed self-resonant,

perforated metal sheets within A-sandwich radomes. An initial investigation

indicates that it may he possible to use air-filled rather than dielectric-

filled cavities in some resonant-wall radomes. More specific conclusions

regarding metal-loaded radomes studied on this contract are given in the

following paragraphs.

The empirical design data presented in this report can be used to

design several configurations of resonant-wall radomes. The metal atruc-

ture in each of these radomea consist& of a thick metal plate perforated

by a number of dielectric-filled circular woveguides. which form resonant

-svities. For the configurations where a layer of dielectric is in contact

with one surface of the metal plate, or where the metal plate is used by

itself, the data cover a fairly large rangt, of metal plate and surface '

dielectric thicknesses. The data can also be used to design resonant-wall

radomes with a layer of dielectric in contact with each surface of the

metal plate, for which case only a very limited range of dielectric
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dielec triv ai6t le required on the out .r surface of the radone to prevent

rain erosion at the dielejoric-o-tet.al joihs in Lhe perforated metal

plate.) The data can. of course, also be used to design radomes consisting

of any of the resonant-wall radome configurations, mentioned covered by a 5"7

conventional half-*avelength radome spaced from the resonanl-wall radome, '.'

For values of cavity diameter sufficiently large that the TE1 ,

circular-wsveguide mode can propagate through the cavities, the bandwidth V'.
of a resonant-wall radome increases as the cnvity diameter is increased

For resonant-wall radomea of a given thickness without dielectric in con-

*' tact with either surface, wider bandwidth is obtained by operating the

radome at the second-order resonance than at the first-order resonance.

(The first-order and second-order resonances are defined as those at which

the cavities arc approximately o. S and N,, in length, respectively.

These resonances are anAlogous to those of the conventional half-wavelength

and full-wavelength radomes, Here X,,, is the guide wavelength in a cir-

cular waveguide of the same diameter and filled with the same dielectric

as the cavities.) It is expected that the bandwidth of a resonant-wall

radome will always be less than that of a conventional uniform-dielectric

* radome of the same physical thickness, aud constructed of the same dielec-

tric as the resonant-wall radome. (For example, the 3-db bandwidth of a
particular resonant-wall radome operated at its first-order resonance, .

Radome A, was smaller than that of a comparable half-wavelength radome by
a factor of 0.17. The 3-db bandwidth of a particular resonant-wall radome,

Radome D, was smaller than that of a comparable Lull-wavelength radome by
a factor of 0.47.) Resonant-wall radomes are intrinsically narrow-bandwidth

devices when they are used with perpendicularly polarized waves incident

on the radome at wide angles.

It is possible to represent the perforated metal plate of resonant.

wall radomes as being equivalent to a length of transmission line termi- ',

nated at each end by a reactive discontinuity plus the equivalent conduc- : "

tance of the medium at each surface of the metal plate. (Dielectric layers

in the radomes are of course, also equivalent to lengths of transmission

line.) Formulas for the parameters of this equivalent circuit have not

been rigorously derived. These parameters can, however, be calculated ""

approximately from formulas in the open literature that were derived for

structures having some physical resemblance to various regions of the

resonant-wall radome. Using the approximate circuit values for two resonant- ....

wall radomes without surface dielectric, Radomes A and B, the calculated
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cietrcu pri~rmne ii i1yp5a~ct.4Lht- 4.am iwdidth. the I

effoct of dissipation lose, :ad the change in resonance freqaancy "s the p.~ 4

incidence angle and polarization chtange, The resonanct frequezlciva are ~...~

also predicted with only a small error, the error in resonance frequencies

for Hadomas A and B beino only 0.4 percent and 1.3 percent. respectively.

The calculated resonance frequency of a resonant-wall radome with dielec-

tric in contact with one surface, fladome C, agreed with the measured value

within 1.8 percent. Even these small discrepancies Can be elimi~nated by

properly locating the reference planes at which the terminal* of the

equivalent circuit are taken. A general formula for determining the

reference plane locations has not, however, been developed.

H~eonant-wall redone& give high transmission over a fairly wide range

of incidence ansles over a limited frequency range, as demonstrated by

both the calculated and measured data presented in this report. At its

first-order resonance, a sample without surface dielectric, fladome A, gives

at least 70 percent power transmission out to an incidence angle of

74 degrees for waves polarized either perpendicular or parallel to the

plane of incidence. When the maximum incidence angle is limited to

60 degrees, the power transmission is at least 70 percent for waves of

either polarization over a 2.2-percent frequency bandwidth. When operated

at its second-order resonance, this radome sample is designated as Radome B.

and gives at least 80-percent power transmission out to an incidence angle ~

of 80 degrees for waves of aiuh.er polarization. The bandwidth for 70 per-

cent power transmission of waves of either poltrization is 2.1-percent or

3.3-percent when the maximum incidence angle is limaited to '70 dcircca or

60 degrees, respectively. The calculated power transmission of a resonant-

wall radome with dielectric in contact with one surface. Radome C, is at

least 70 percent out to an incidence angle of 70 degrees for waves of

either polarization. The calculated bandwidth for 70 percent power trans- '

mission of waves of either polarization is 1.7 percent when the maximnum .&

incidence angle is limited to 60 degrees. ~

It appears that curved resonant-wall radomes would have slightly higher

boresight error than uniform-dielectric radomes of the same physical thick-

ness. This conclusion is based on a comparison of the inaertion-phase-delay

characteristics of the various radomes as the incidence angle changes.

Since the insertion phase delay depends on the thickness of a radome, as

well as on the type of radome, the radomes were not compared directly,

Rather, the variation in insertion phase delay of each radorre wna compared.- -

with the variation iii electrical thickness of a layer of air of the same
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physical thickness as the respective radome, (See the footn.)te at the
bottom of p 25 1

A brief studv of the transmission properties of ceramic A-sandwich

radomes has shown that it is electrically feasible to embed wire grids

within these radomes. These metal-loaded A-sandwich radomes have the U
electrical advantages over conventional, unloaded A-sandwich radomes that

they give high transmission out to wider incidence angles, and the

tolerance required on core thickness is less stringent These results are

the same as reported in Ref. 1 for metal-loaded A-sandwich radomes using A

lower-dielectric-constant matcrials. For the present study, the wire grids

were located at the skin-to-core interfaces, but it seems likely that it

would also be electrically feasible to locate the grids within the skins

or within the core There is a limit to the reactive discontinuity that

can be introduced by the wire grids if high transmission over a wide range ,.

of incidence angles is required. Thus, there is a limit on the amount of

metal that can be included in the radome. It might be possible to sub-

stituLe inductive perforated metal sheets tor the wire grid4 in some

designs. The electrical performance of A-sandwich radomes containing

perforated metal sheets cannot be calculated, however, since the equivalent

circuit of a perforated metal sheet located at or near a discontinuity in

dielectric constant is not known.

A self-resonant perforated-metal sheet also appears promising for

inclusicn within A-sandwich radomes. The apertures in this metal structure

are resonant. analogous to the resonant coupling apertures used in wave- .,

guide structures such as TR tubes, and thus all the incident energy is

transmitted through the metal sheet. The data quoted in this report show

that it is possible to obtain high transmission through a resonant

perforated-metal sheet over the range of incidence angles likely to be

encountered within the core of a ceramic A-sandwich radome. The electrical

performance of a radome containing this type of metal inclusion has not

been determined to date-

For resonant-wall radome configurations where the metal plate is

covered by a laver of dielectric, it appears possible to eliminate the

dielectric from the resonant cavities in the metal plate. When the per-

forated metal plate is covered with dielectric, the dielectric plugs in "

the resonant cavities are not required to maintain the physical continuity

of the radome surface. They do serve the electrical function, however, of

lowering the cut-off frequency of the cavities in the metal plate below
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the operating frequency of the radome. Another communly used technique

for lowering the cut-off frequency of a waveguide is to ridge-load the

waveguide. The data available to date indicate that it may be possible to

use ridge-loading rather than dielectric-loading in the cavities of some

resonant-wall radomes. This concept requires further development,

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK *

The investigations described here have been primarily concerned with

radomes that contain thick metal inclusions and that have good electrical

performance over a range of incidence angles from 0 to 85 degrees for waves

polarized either perpendicular or parallel to the plane of incidence.

There are a number of applications, however, where radomes operate over

a more restricted range of angles, or for only one polarization. Metal-

loaded radomes should be investigated for these applications also.

Most of the effort on the present program was devoted to an experi-

mental investigation of the electrical properties of resonant-wall radomes.

To thoroughly explore the properties of a radome with as many independent

parameters aS the various resonant-wall radome configurations have would

take a much larger experimental program than was possible on the present

contract. Late in the contract. some fairly accurate equivalent circuits

were developed for resonant-wall radomes. Calculations based on these

equivalent circuits could be carried out using an electronic digital

computer to investigate a wide range of design parameters. Additional

information about the properties of resonant-wall radomes could be obtained

this way with much less effort than by an extensive experimental program.

The limited amount of data available to date indicates that thin metal

sheets perforated by ridge-loaded circular apertures appear electrically

promising for inclusion within A-sandwich radomes. Also, thick metal plates

perforated by the same aperture shape appear promising as the metal element

in resonant-wall radomes that are covered with a layer of dielectric. Both

of these topics should be investigated further.

re
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APPENDIX A Li

PARALLEL-PLATE ThANSNISSION-LINE SET-U2 FOR MEASURING THlE
ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE OF FLAT- SThI1P RADME SAMPLES

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMIENT

Equipment for measuring the power transmission coe~fficient and

insertion phase delay of flat-strip radozne samples, such as shown in79

Fig. 12. aL. any frequency between 8.2 and 12.4 kilomegacycles is shown in

Figs. 46 and 47. This equip-ent is a microwave bridge circuit in which

FIG. 46

PARALLEL-PLATE TRANSMISSION-LINE SET-UP
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TABLE 9

D1MNSICNS of PAIALZLPLATE THMSMISsla* LINE SE'T-UP

Diaeter of caaducting platea 24 iachea

Material used to coustrmct conducting plates Awainufa t ool and jig plate

Spacing between coaducting plates, a 0.900 inch

Uniioraity of condu ting-plate spacing
Over entire surfares t0.002 inch
At location of radome samples ±O.005 inch

Inside height of horns 0.90 inch

Inside width of horns. V 2.40 inches

Oeratiag frequency range 8.2 to 12.4 khlc

Far-field region of horls, 2w2/X 8 0 to 12.1 inches

conducting plates so that it is equivalent to a flat-panel radome sample

of infinite height. The edges of the conducting plates were made in a I _
circular shape so that the angle at which energy is incident on the radome

samples can be varied by rotating the conducting plates about their centers.

Waves may be excited between the conducting plates with the electric field

either vertical. i.e., perpendicular to the ground planes, or with the

electric field horizontal. The equivalence between these waves and waves

in free space will be discussed following the description of the equipment.

The parallel-plate transmission-line set-up was constructed because

it combines most of the advantages of frec-space set-ups and waveguide

set-ups yet retains few of the disadvantages of each. Waveguide set-ups

have the advantages that very small samples can be used and accurate data

can be obtained, but they have the disadvantages that the incidence angle

cannot be varied continuously at a fixed frequency, and it is not con-

venient to vary the polarization of the incident waves. Free-space set-ups

have the advantage that the incidence angle and polarization of the inci-

dent waves can be readily varied, but tney have the disadvantages that

rather large radome samples are required, and inaccuracies are introduced

by stray reflections around the set-up and by diffraction from the edges

of the sample.

The width of the samples used in the parallel-plate transmission line

is comparable to that required for free-space samples, but the height is

significantly smaller. A termination is placed around the perimeter of

the conducting planes to prevent energy from reaching the receiving horn

by reflections from objects near the set-up, and to pre'ient diffraction
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from the ends of the sample. These terminations also eliminat~e standing ___

waves between the sample and the two horns since the horns are outside

the terminations, Thus, these sources of error are minimized without

displacing the sample with respect to the horns, as is commonly done
with free-space aet-ups. L A

Terminations used for vertically polarized waves are different than

those used for horizontally polarized waves, Both are shown in Fig. 46.

Each termination consists of appropriate lossy elements supported parallel

to the electric fields by rings of Styrofoam. Gaps are provided in these .7

rings through which the radc.me samples can be inserted The losay elements

used with vertically polarized waves are wedges of resistance paper

3% inches long and tapered from a point at the inside of the termination

to 0.9 inch in height at the outside. There are 230 of these wedges

spaced less than a half-wavelength apart so that diffraction will not .

*. occur from the array of wedges. Alternate wedges were made of 2400-ohm-

per-square and 12 -ohm-per.square material to give an attenuation of about

10 db for waves passing through the termination once. The lossy element

used with horizontally polarized waves consists of a ring of 1200-ohm-per-

square resistance paper 2% inches wide with 0.75-inch-deep serrations on

* -' the inner edge. This termination also has an attenuation of about 10 db

over the frequency band. If the magnitude of the amplitude reflection

coefficient for waves incident on the edges of the parallel-plate trans-

mission line is of the same order as that for an open-ended recttagular

.- waveguide V e. , about 0.2), 10 db of attenuation would give an input VSWR

of the terminations of 1.05. The actual VSWR's of the terminations have

not been determined, but they seem to be satisfactory.

* EQUIVALENCE TO FREE SPACE

VERTICAL POLARIZATION

For this polarization, the dominant mode that can propagate in the

parallel-plate transmission line is the TEM mode, which is independent of

the spacing between the conducting plates. Because of the symmetry of

the horns, only the dominant mode will be set up. The electric field is

perpendicular to the conducting plates, which are in turn parallel to the

*plane of incidence. Thus, vertically polarized waves incident on a radome

It migb be pcesible .o "a. a Mils. tora.mnIa:_ to imp:oe tie ac:urecy of a:d faciliat.e free-spac.
meseurecats but tbis . 2- -: cow. pract'ice. Such a tormimation. might be is the form of a spherical

kae- , f ia:i-sa .daaai.y :ibbertsti kcrseha,r o: t. ed wedga of abac.biag material.
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sample mounted in the parallel-plate transmission line 4re exactly equive-

lent to perpendicularly polarized waves incident on a radome sample in

free space. The incidence angle ror tLi cLac it the angie between the

normal to tht radome surface and the line btween the two horus. A scale

is provided on the top plate for reading this angle opposite an index mark

on one of the horns.

HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION

For this polarization, the dominant mode that can propagate in the

parallel-plate transmission line is a TE mode equivalent to the TE16 mode

in a rectangular waveguide of infinite height whose side walls correspond

to the conducting platea of the parallel-plate line. This TE mode can be

resolved into two TEM waves whose directions of propagation make angles /.

and -S with the line joining the centers of the two horns, as was explained

in Appendix B of Ref 1. The angle / is given by Eq. (42).

s in-I( ) (42)

A~s a simplification, one of these TEM waves will be considered as the

incident wave in the following discussion.

The plane of incidence is defined by the unit vector t., which is

normal to the surface of the radome sample, and the unit vector i, which

is in the direction of propagation of one of the above mentioned ThM waves,

as indicated in Fig. 48. In Fig. 48, the xy-plane is parallel to the

ground planes, and the yz-plane is taken as the face of the radome sample,

therefore t - t., and the electric vector k' of the incident wave lies

in the zy-plane. The angle measured from t. to t, is defined s a, where .. ' "

L" is a unit vector in the direction of a reference line from the center '4'4."

of the receiving horn to the center of the transmitting horn. The angle /8

given by Eq. (42) is measured from 'r to -T in Fig. 48. The angle of

incidence, 0, is measured from 1. to -t and is given by Eq. (43):

cos Cs I cos3 (43)

When the angle is zero, the plane of incidence lies in the xz-piane,

thus the incidence angle is 0, and the incident wave is polarized perpen- ..

dicular to the plane of incidence. For a different from zero, the plane

,...° o•°
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PLANE~ OF r
f1NCIOEkCE

FIG. 48

COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVES IN THE
PARAL.EL-t-LAE TRANSMISSION-LINE

of incidcnce is inrlned from~ the xz-piane and thus the incident wave can U'

be resolved into a cumporient E,', polarized parallel to the plane of Inci-

dence, and a covcponent Ej polar-ized perpendidtilar to the plane of incidence.

The electric vtector, E', of the incident wave can be written in terms of

C~hest. CoMp0nCnLS and In LerMS Of 'its X- Qnd y-comnponents as in Eq. 44:

E. U~EI' -TE' sin a - E cos a (44)

wher e

E- the arplirade of the incident wave

4 Un~it 'eLv perpendicular to the plane of

-a unit ve.ztor par'allel to the plane of inc idence
4.nd perpendicular to i e
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The unit vect.ors and-t are given in terv~i of thar x- y- an~d .. .. . I

.;- Gapon~ento by Lqs k45) and (46) ..... +

si tan d
. i ' + os - - tan )

SICos t9uO - i in 9O' 0 con 11
-'I "/+ fto I9O0+  - .) - t 4in 0 ) ¢o I'*.. .+

&* .N 4

L - .in CL Cos 3 - sill 6
tan tan'

The ptrpendicularly and parallel polarized components of the incident wove

are found u~ing the follown g scalar products:

coam in j3

E' E~~ (47)

in 0 -OW+:

sin a " ,

The perpendicularly and parallel polarized components of tho W-ave at
the output plane of the radome are

A?.

+i = E' ~cas a sin T.e+..(9e..'
E -T~ cEf C (49)sin t

je l sin a Tj 1 1 (O)
sin V,

where

T m " agnitude of the amplitude transmission
coefficient for perpendicularly and
parallel polarized waves, respectively

', . 'P~ phase delay of the amplitude transmission
coefficient for perpendicularly and parallel
polarized waves, respectively

The resultant output electric vector. i is not. in general horizontal

due to differences in magnitude and phase of the transmission coefficients
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16r Liii wejtl~l i b pikamll polarixtd CUIpoefLS. Thei XeekiIA

h orn, however, meeauia on ly the hot tntal ly po Iatied coaponeft, 9, of %

t'a~~' ,~tL Lt wta

where

Ta the magnitude of Lhe amplitude tranimi tn ,,
coefficient Measured Lwith horizontally pWarile¢d __

*aves in the irallel.plate tranamission line

- the phase delay of the amplitude tran6mission ".. .
coefficient measured %ith hortiontally polarized ,
waves

A a I " in a t o* a a unit vector piarailel t,,
the xy-plmne and purpendicular Lu I

Combining Eqa. (49). (50). and (51) gives -

&in sin sin'-,U

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (52) by exp [(,L/.) cos 6) and solving

for T1, exp (-,411) gives Eq. (53): .

T e n e (53)
sij a tan C"

where 4 , and are the insertion phase delays of the radome sample

for incident waves of the respective polarizations. Using the parallel-

plate transmission-line set-'p, Th and 0. are measured as functions of

incidence angle using horizontally polarized waves, and TL and %k.L are
measured as functions of incidence angle using vertically polarized waves.

From these data the transmission coefficient and insertion phase delay
for waves polarized parallel to the plane of incidence can be calculated

* at various incidence angles using Eq. (53).*

*..'.° .%Us iile~ove derivctiom holds oi=1y for isotropic rad,,a surfaces. It in doiimed that thae space bets&*& , %*
aEk caviaties to the reaocia-t-vall r~dooss is su|' cietatly as.tJ, &a tera.4 of froospace 04eloa'g~tbs
th:Lt h.@ redo 4 surfaces appear isotropic, 

" ,J '*
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ThO ALCU~a~y Of th Ilt obtiihed wlihthe iia w-lt rntistl

phae si ferumed Intebr dgm? , he i requfenki sat~t I ity of Lite s~ital

s.ource(. and the rnsidual mitrthi' btAs rnmponvoti of Oc NPL-up.

licte il on A atiflAtur lJs1cr to 6al arce the br idge hiss a rated 5

scturait Within jilux or mittus twao percent oi the reading in deciljels.

ItiUS. uttwen tWO reading* On the die-1 there taghL be An Crrol' Of fourA%

1pef tent FOC. tAdosMe b4Mf~lek *Lt.h power transmuision coeffi eft gF*Ator

t han T2  5 5. thIu% et ror wou Id amorin toIea r thalt 0. 12 db . or t hree Jrr

' et er~t Li . 1he nttrnJatili of the preciston phase gihitter has a

r at ed '- rI aL % h of P r. t hin 01.3 at, at f tcqu tv ca f rom 8. 2 to 10 kiMt

and .1eas t han 13 4 a t i requvoic i v 10 to I'd,.4 k~t. Thus the 01xmant expctcad

error ii n j ertion loss due to errors inf the *Ltenuator and phase jililL'cip. .

iii plus or omnuia 0. 52 .1b. The consistency of the data aiuggest thiAt the~

error' it significar;Ll ar"llr than this maxifoui ivalurs.

The pre ,..iiiol pha4ke &htfter uxcd to balance the bridge has a rated
maxiun error of 2.0 degrtts at frequencies from 3.2 to 10 kMC. and

3,0 dcgrces from 10 to 12.4 k~t. The phiase shift of the preiion

Attelluator- hAS A Latd val iat ion of less thari 1.0 degree oyez, the

atteniuation ratige Us.ed Thus Lhe maxium txp(eeted error in isietiun

phase delay due to errors in the attenuator 1 111s sh~e spus o r

niinu, 41.0 degrees.

11,e signal source used with the bridge circui-. is a Varian Associates

X-13 klystran oscilla~tor stabililed against rapid temperature variations

by being immersed In an oil bath. This klyStron providca mufficiten. powrr

that the null at balatiCe Of Lte bridge is no. obscured bs, the noise of =ip

the receiver ci rcuu~s. As a result, reference readings could be repeated

at the. end of mostL expet Imnt. ithin an accuratv of plus or minus 0.05 db ,

and 0.5S degrees

Lrrurs due tu mi smat..h bis-een cumponeiii~s in the set-up were reduced z
by 111 ac Ing 4 t ermi naL i on arodrid thVe edges u f the pLr al I IPd -pl 1at e t rans -

mic-sion line, by p)@lating fixd padr. between the horns and the other wave-

guide cuomponentfs. aiid bj) hQN- u1IR 1.h4 piCLI&i o attenuat or Lind phase Shi f te r

lb. mtup Co Al 14C. " m.
4 

0*4&. :u,'mm~ad :.tl b.4 biilim v1f 4111k4 path 8 of th.
bridge &Rd ac-.Mg tke 1..- ~. ..# higsal baI.cgm ad after tko sisple to %a&@rt*C Fa-~ ti
t'P* I. 64b4h rewt5t . a 2, 0 3. i r.. 1,r a t, U-h As 0III in.S r An fig 46 proaid. aa w ii i .5.
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twr,6,6ih i.-Loi v'q.i4 &ad J~.a~ The caugLhuseaa or Lhe7

*assured curves suggests thot error* due to mismatch arf. .mal,.

approaches a mIntms value Uf 13 as the anle a approaches tero, as shown

by . (43J. Furthermore. Eq. (48) shows that as a got& to zero the .

parallel-polarited component goes to zero. Thus it is not possible to

obtain dat, for horizontally polarized waves incident at angles smaller

than j. The accuracy Of Lhe calculated transmission Coeificien.t and

inaertion phase delay for saves polarized parallol to the plane of iuci-

dence is poor for incidence angles near the minimum value, since Eq. (53)

then involves the difference between quantities of nearly the sea

asiplitude *nd phase. W,

Consideration should also be given to the fact that resonant-wall

radome samples such as that shown in Fig. 12 have some cavities that are

semicircular rather than circular in cross section. It a circular wava-
guide supporting the TEII mode is bisected by a plane conducting surface

that is perpendicular to the electric field, the fields in the waveguide

are not affected. On the other hand, if the plane conducting surface is

parallel to the electric field. the TEm, mode will be cut off. It is seen

by analogy that the semicircular cavities will propagate energy when the ".

waves incident on the radcime sample are vertically polarized, but that'

they will not propagate energy when the incident waves are horizontally

polarized. This does not significantly affect the measured electrical

performance, however, since the power flow fox horizontally polarized

Wayes Goes to zero at the conducting plate# forming the parallel-plate r"

transmission line. Thus, very little energy would be transferred through

the semicircular cavities even tf they were not below cut-off, a can be

verified by referring to the curves for perpendicularly pularized waves

in Figs, 13 and 16. For each of these curves there is one point for which
* the incidence angle is not a multiple of five degrees. These points were

obtained using horizontally polarized waves with a - 0, and it is seen

that they are in good agreement with the other points, which were obtained

using vertically polarized waves.

Good fit between the radome sample and the conducting plate& of the

parallel-plate transmission line is also important. In order to obtain

proper mirror-imaging of metal inclusions embedded in the radome, it is

necessary for current to flow between most metal inclusions and the con-

ducting plates. For the resonant-well radomes discussed in this report,
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no 'ifficulty was encountered in obtaining satisfactory fit of the samples.

Th- height of the Samrles was readil held to sufficiently close tolerances ON '

that contact between the conducting plates and the samples was obtained at

closely spaced points, except as noted for the resonant-wall radome sample t' ".j

designated as Hadome C. Any gap between the sample and the conducting

plates is a waveguide below cut-off when horizontally 
polarized waves are

incident on the samples tested, thus energy will not propagate through the ,.'.-' *

gap. For vertically polarized waves, however, a gap will 
be a low-impedance

transmission line, through which significant energy 
may propagate at

resonances of this length of transmission line. Erratic behavior of the

radrme performance was observed due to such resonances, but it was usually

possible to damp out these resonances by placing a 
losay dielectric in the

gaps. The particular lossy dielectric used was Liqui-moly 
NV grease, a

suspension of molybdenum particles in a grease-like glycol vehicle. The

dielectric constant and loss tangent of this material was measured by the !

thin-sample technique described in Ref. 18, and found to be e - 2.9, and

tan 8 - 0.13. Uncertainty as to the exact thickness of the sample could

contribute plus or minus 36 percent error to these figures.

t. .a--." -

0 -N

6.
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APPENDIX B A.

CHABRACTERISTJC ADMITTANCE OF RESONANT -WALL RADOMIfS

A variational solution is given by Marcuvitz' for the problem of a -.

rectangular waveguide terminated by a circular waveguide as shown in

Fig. 49(a). The manner in which this solution can be used to calculate

the characteristic admittance of resonant-wall radomes will be described

in this appendix. The exact analogy that exists between the dominant

TE1 0 mode in rectangular waveguide and perpendicularly polarized TOM waves

in free space has been pointed out in Appendix B of Ref. 1, as well as in I

many microwave textbooks. Thus, some similarity between the problem con-

sidered by Marcuvitz and the resonant-wall radome is immediately apparent.

The greatest differences are that for the problem solved by Marcuvitz,

the circular waveguide is not filled with dielectric, and its diameter is

small enough that it is below cut-off for all modes.

A

a ~(b) ~.~
(a) SECTION A-A- '_

A

METAL

A2  AIR

to)

FIG. 49

RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES TERMINATED BY
CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDES
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The formdla given in Ref. 4 for the characteristic admittance. Y ,
of the single circular waveguide below cut-off terminating a rectangular

waveguide is "

00.446 abh 2 )7L

-J b3  k2J' j
where

Y0 V the characteristic admittance of the rectangular
waveguide ,

S - the guide wavelength in the rectangular waveguide,..'.

S= free-space waveguide

J', a the first derivative of the Bessel function of

the first kind of the first order.

The dimensions a. b, and D are defined on Fig. 49. If two circular wave-

guides below cut-off are used to terminate a rectangular waveguide, as in

Fig. 49(c), Eq. (54) still applies, since each of these circular waveguide.

couples less strongly to the rectangular waveguide than does the circular

waveguide in Fig. 49(a). The unnormalized admittance of the circular

waveguides can be obtained, recalling that in the rectangular guide

X8 - (55) ;

and taking the definition of Y as

YO _ (56)

The incidence angle for the two TEM components of the TE1 0 rectangular- 5-.

waveguide mode is found from Eq. (57):

= sin- (57)
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Combining Eqs. (04), (55), and (56), Eq (58) results:

0i:oai 0892(S 2 __7_6 __.42 _

Equaton (5) i ored inr the cas of th rectangular waveguide

For irclarwaveguides filled with dielectric of relative dielectric

k~ 
1.7066 D

1.706

where X1  is the guide wavelength in the circular waveguides, as given by

Eq. (.7) of the text. Combining Eqs. (58) and (59). the characteristic

admittance of a thick metal plate perforated by a square array of

dielectric-filled circular waveguides is given by Eq. (60):

D 1
3 1 522 k)~1~.46> 2- (60)

37 L 1j; D) j S~3
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Equation (16) of the text is obtained from Eq. (60) by replacing the

1hatr -1. 22 by tht tym41 CV. 4d iU~ldi~g a &C~tQ A - I. UZ 0-S VIA

for the circular waveguides in a square array or a hexagonal array,

respectively, It seems somewhat fortuitous that Marcuvitz'a formula, which

was derived for an air-filled circular waveguide below cut-off, could be

extended with any degree of accuracy to apply to a dielectric-filled wave- *~~

guide propagating the dominant mode. Although the use of Eq. (16) gave

good results in calculating the performance of Radomes A and B, it is felt

that Eq. (16) should be proven over a wider range of dielectric constants,

cavity diameters, and cavity arrangements before it can be used with

complete confidence ,
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